




 Electric Power Contact lines are provided as overhead

conductors over running Railway lines to provide energy

to electrically driven Railway locomotives or the train sets.

As compared to diesel locomotives, whose power is

limited to the permissible axle load and the moving

dimensions for accommodation of the diesel engine, the

contact lines permit almost unlimited power at the disposal

of the electrically driven vehicle.



 Higher power permits heavier trains to achieve higher

speeds. Electric Multiple Units provide fast commuter

services with quick reversal at terminals, ensuring high

frequency of service. On routes where the commuter

services share tracks with main line trains, the Electric

Multiple Units offer least interference to the latter due to

the EMU‟s high acceleration rates.



 The major advantages of electric traction are, economy

in operation and maintenance, saving in consumption of

scarce diesel oil and increased throughput of traffic. In

addition it is eco-friendly. The capital cost for provision

of fixed installation required for electric traction is found

adequately remunerative for routes having high levels of

traffic.



1. Main Works consist of:

 Provision of most economical & reliable electric

contact system to continuously supply power to the

moving electric rolling stock.

 Power Supply Arrangements

 Provision of switches to regulate the flow of power

along with the electric protective gear.



 Monitoring and remote control of power supply.

 Immunisation of signalling and the trackside

telecommunication circuits & equipments against

electromagnetic and electrostatic effects of 25 kV, 50

Hz, single phase traction power supply.

 Modernization of signalling and telecommunications.

 Provision of maintenance & operation facilities for

electric traction.



2. Discipline wise division of Works.

Different Engineering disciplines take up their portion

of the work which form components of Electrification

works. These are given below :-

a) Electrical :

 Provision of Overhead Equipment, booster

transformers and return conductor.

 Provision of Power Supply Equipment, transmission

lines, traction substations, and installation of Power

Supply Control Posts.



 Remote Control of the Power supply Equipment

 Electric Locomotive Maintenance facilities.

 Ancillary Works of modification to the existing power

supply arrangements on the route to immunize the

system against induced voltages due to the traction

currents and provision of power supply at new points.

 Liaison with Electricity Authorities to modify their

power line crossings to suit 25 kV ac traction and to avail

high tension input power supply for TSS.



 Consequential electrical works like electrification

and air-conditioning of service buildings and staff

quarters.

b) Signal and Telecommunications :

 Provision of colour light signals and immunization of

the signaling installation against induction effects of

25 kV ac traction power supply system.

 Provision of underground cables for the Railway‟s

telecommunication lines and provision of additional

traction control circuits.



 Liaisoning with the Department of

Telecommunications for modification of their circuits

to immunize them against induced voltages due to

traction current.

c) Civil Engineering :

 Yard re-modelling, slewing of tracks, sidings and all

track works.

 Construction of loco sheds, service buildings, and

staff quarters.



 Modification to over line structures such as over

bridges, flyovers, through girder bridges etc as well

as to tunnels, platform shelters and water columns to

suit 25 kV ac clearances.



 Before designing the Power Supply arrangements and the

type of Overhead equipment for a section; a choice is

required to be made whether conventional 25 kV a.c.

system is to be adopted or 2 x 25 kV a.c. Auto transformer

system is to be adopted. This choice depends upon a

number of factors viz. the sections to be provided with

booster transformers and return conductor as demanded by

the Department of Telecommunications, the demand of

power for the volume and type of the traffic and suitable

locations available for traction substation.



 Railway Electrification, being a multi-disciplinary project

work, needs close coordination amongst electrical, signalling &

telecommunications and civil engineering disciplines. Further

coordination with outside agencies such as Power Supply

Authorities, the Department of telecommunications, the

Revenue officials as well as with Open Line organization on

whose section the work is to be taken up is also required.

 Accordingly the organization for Railway Electrification

coordinates works of all the disciplines and the agencies from

inception to completion including support services to the open

line in early stages of electric traction over the section.



Main Consideration

• Railway Electrification, being in the nature of major

improvement to the infrastructure of a section is taken

up basically on routes having high density of traffic.

Short spurs or those lines which interconnect the

electrified lines and expected to improve the mobility of

the rolling stock are also taken up for electrification



Financial Evaluation

 As Railway Electrification entails capital expenditure,

the sanction to the project is subject to Cost Benefit

Analysis (CBA) through Discounted Cash Flow ( DCF)

technique. Two scenarios are considered: one, under

diesel traction, and the other under electric traction; for

the given volume of traffic forecast on the section for a

long enough period of time such as 30 years after the

energisation of the section on electric traction.



 The cash outflows under the two scenarios are

discounted at the approved rate (14% and 12%

thereafter) over the life of the project (taken as 35 years,

about 5 years for construction and 30 years thereafter, of

operation) If the total of the stream of the annual

discounted cash flow for electric traction is found to be

lower than that for diesel traction, the project is

considered as remunerative and desirable for approval.



 Sometimes an Economic analysis is also called for such as

when funding by an international aid agency viz. the

World Bank of Asian Development Bank is proposed.

Although the Economic analysis is also carried out on the

same DCF technique, the inputs and the outputs reflect the

Social costs and benefits, and the discount factors chosen

may also be different , being dependent upon funds

available for investment for future benefit against those

required for immediate consumption and as decided by,

say, the Planning Commission.



 The investment in electric traction is found remunerative on

account of :

a) Lower fuel costs

b) Less number of locomotives,

c) Lower operating costs and

d) Lower locomotive maintenance costs a compared to

diesel traction on given value of traffic.

 The traffic level in Gross Million tonne per route kilometer

per annum at which the minimum acceptable rate of return is

obtained is called the “Break Even Level” of traffic density.





a)    Early Years

 At the end of the 19th century electricity was in

widespread use for running trams in North America

and Europe, since more economical than haulage by

horses. By 1930s the electric traction was in use in

different parts of the world over short high density

main line or suburban sections.



 The system of supply was usually 1500 V dc although

some sections at 600 V dc or 750 V dc with third rail

system were also adopted. The copper catenary was

heavy and complex, rectifier substations were

required to be located at close intervals. The cost of

electrification was high. In India, also, by 1930 the

suburban sections of Mumbai and Chennai were

electrified at 1500 V dc.







 There were only two main line sections on electric

traction e.g. Mumbai to Pune and from Kalyan to

Igatpuri. The electrification drastically increased the

throughput of traffic over these sections, both having

1 in 37 gradient over the Western Ghats The steam

traction required reversing stations to negotiate, such

steep inclines. There being no adequate generating

capacity in the country, the entire power for these

electrified sections was generated and transmitted by the

then Great Indian Peninsular Railway to it‟s traction

substations.



b) Post World War : II Scenario

 After India‟s independence, electrification of

Howrah- Burdwan section on 3000 V dc was taken up

and was completed in 1958. In the mean while in

1955 the French National Railway (SNCF) who had

perfected the system of Electrification on 25 kV ac,

demonstrated its advantages at the international

conference of the International Union of Railways

(UIC) at Lille in France.



 The major advantages of 25 kV ac 50 Hz single phase

system was a light Overhead Equipment, simple traction

substations located afar feeding power to rectifier

locomotives having tap changer control giving greatly

improved adhesion characteristics. But the adjacent

signalling and telecommunications circuits needed

immunisation from the electro-magnetically induced

voltages due to traction currents.



 This called for modification to these circuits and to their

terminal equipment, but in the process gave an

opportunity to improve and upgrade these equipment. This

system was more reliable and on the whole cheaper to

construct and to maintain; the ac locomotive could haul

heavier loads and gave better acceleration than dc

locomotives. However, such a system was dependent upon

power supply from Extra High Voltage grid system

having adequate short circuit capacity required for

supplying the extent of single phase traction loads.



 Weighing the advantages of this system and the fact that

such grid system was also in the process of being set up in

the country, Indian Railways in the year 1957 decided to

adopt 25 kV ac 50 HZ single phase system for all future

Railway Electrification schemes, as well as to convert the

system of 3000 V dc traction recently established in

Burdwan - Howrah section of Eastern Railway and the

one existing at 1500 V dc on the suburban meter gauge

section of Chennai on Southern Railway, to this system

for uniformity.



 For the initial stages the technical collaboration of SNCF

was taken. Choice of 25 kV ac single phase system at

industrial frequency (50 Hz) gave a large drive towards

main line electrification of Indian Railway. During the

second and third Five Year Plans, electrification of the

coal and iron ore routes serving the steel plants located on

the Eastern and South Eastern Railways was carried out.



 To cater for the suburban commuter traffic of Sealdah

Division of Eastern Railway so far on steam traction, these

routes on the Division were electrified. Electrification of

Igatpuri-Bhusaval section of Central Railway and

Tambaram-Villupuram (Meter Gauge) section of Southern

Railway was also taken up.



c) Corporate Plan of Indian Railways.

 Indian Railways, in their first Corporate Plan for the

period 1974-89, identified the Broad Gauge trunk

routes inter-connecting the four major metropolitan

cities viz. Kolkata ,Chennai, Mumbai and Delhi were

identified and ultimately electrified., These lines had

high potential for growth of traffic along with other

high density coal and ore carrying routes.



d) Accelerated Pace of Electrification

 The Arab-Israel wars of the 1970s highlighted the

strategic nature of Petroleum and their scarcity value.

Further the sharp increase in the cost of oil in the

period from 1973 to 1980 and increasing outflow of

India‟s foreign exchange for importing petroleum and

its products spurred the Government of India in 1980,

to take a policy decision to accelerate the pace of

Railway electrification.



 The target was to achieve electrification of 1000 RKM

per year. Though this was not achieved, a rate of

hitherto 150 to 200 km of energisation was increased to

a rate of 500 to 600 km per year from 1985 onwards.

Electrification of complete route rather than section has

been, thereafter, planned. By 1992 Electrification of

Delhi-Kolkatta, Kolkatta-Mumbai, Delhi-Secunderabad

and Bangalore were completed and connected to the

electrified network.



 The Overhead Equipment and the Power Supply on

some of the electrified routes are being strengthened to

cater to goods train with the loads of 9000 tonne. The

major milestone has been achieved in Oct. 2005, when

the electrification of HWH-Chennai route was

completed.



 The successive Corporate Plans of Indian Railways

generally identify the routes most suitable for

electrification. Following considerations dictate the

priority for electrification of a route:

a) High traffic density.

b) Extension of an electrified route on short spur or

interconnection of two electrified routes to improve rolling

stock mobility, and

c) Passenger commuter sections.



 Availability of requisite power supply at reasonable rates is a

basic condition combined with availability of adequate short

circuit power at the point of tap for the single phase traction

power needs. The zonal Railways and the Railway Board

maintain section wise traffic density figures as a part of their

statistics.

 With this as the base and the anticipations of future traffic the

highest traffic density routes which are not electrified are short

listed, after making a list of such routes and short listing them

in order of their operating benefits, priorities for electrification

are finalized by the Ministry of Railways in consultation with

the Planning Commission.



1. General

 After having narrowed down the choice of routes which

may be considered for electrification, it is essential to

further examine the chosen route in detail for its suitability

for electrification in following aspects :

a) The feasibility and availability of reliable power supply,

suitability of the terrain and of the overline structure (or

their amenability to modifications) to suit the electrical

clearances, and of terminal yards to be able to provide

lines for change of traction.



b) A realistic assessment of the cost of the project.

c) The financial viability of the investment.

 To ascertain the above details a route is surveyed for

Railway Electrification. The survey may either be a

“Reconnaissance Survey” or a detailed foot-by-foot

“Cost-cum-Feasibility Survey” as the circumstances

call for.



2. Reconnaissance Survey

 This is a rapid survey examining the salient and vital 

points, leaving the details to be worked out in the 

extensive foot by foot Survey. The survey covers the 

following items.

a) Assessment of existing traffic and realistic

forecast of projected traffic, both for goods and

passenger, including special requirements such as

plans for running superfast passenger trains or/and

of heavy haul goods trains.



b) Availability of Electric Power.

c) Details of the section covering the terrain, the terminal

yards, the signal and telecommunication installation

and the volume of work involved in modification to

over line structures and the over bridges to suit ac

traction. This is normally done by a joint inspection

team of the officers of the concerned disciplines viz.

electrical, civil engineering, and signal and

telecommunications using motor trolley or an OHE

inspection car.



d) An idea of the lengths of the route to be equipped with booster

transformers and return conductor, involving a preliminary

discussion with Department of Telecommunications.

e) The information collected by this rapid survey yields a fairly

accurate idea of the volume of Electrification work content. For

obtaining an estimate within 10 to 20% of it‟s cost, Unit costs

derived from a recently completed project on cost per unit of

work, or per route or track km, as most applicable, are applied

to the quantities of the component works estimated, and the

project cost is worked out. Based on the latest cost of inputs: of

fuel- electric energy, specific fuel or energy consumption and

other operating and maintenance norms derived from statistical

data a rate of return is worked out.



 The feasibility for electrification, its cost and its remunerative-

ness so worked out gives adequate information based on which

the project can be sanctioned. However, if the competent

authority desires to examine the project more closely, then a

detailed Cost-cum-Feasibility Survey has to be taken up.

 This survey has to be included in the programme for Surveys

and sanctioned in the Annual Works Programme by the

Railway Board and a separate organization set up to conduct

it. Such a situation may arise, for example, when the cost of

inputs has altered radically and the traffic density forecast on

the route is not very much above the „break even‟ level.



3. Cost – cum – Feasibility Survey

 A multidisciplinary Survey Team is formed

expressly for carrying out the detailed survey. This

survey organisation finalises the wiring plan,

conducts foot by foot survey for the route and

prepares the survey plans followed by the pre-

pegging and pegging plan. The team examines the

clearances on the route to suit 25kV ac 50 Hz single

phase system and suggests modifications wherever

required.



 By liaising with the power supply authorities and the

Department of Telecommunications, it also examines

in detail the availability of power and the quantum of

protection required by the Department of

Telecommunications respectively. These studies give a

sufficient idea regarding the amount of work involved

and the cost implications to be worked out. Based on

these the financial viability of the work is examined.



 Finally all these details are incorporated in the Project

Report and the Abstract Estimate is prepared which is

placed before the competent authority for sanction of

the Railway Electrification project. On sanction of the

project the drawings are prepared and the estimates

made are used for calling of tenders and finalization of

schedule of quantities. Accurate foot-by-foot survey,

and carefully finalized designs prepared by a survey

organization is the corner stone of a successful

Electrification Project.







 Having narrowed the field to a few routes which can be

beneficially electrified, an accurate estimate of the costs and

benefits likely to accrue are required to assist in taking the

decision to invest in electrification of a particular route.

 To obtain these, a cost cum feasibility survey is sanctioned by

the Railway Board.

 The survey team consists of officers and subordinates of

Electrical, Signal, Telecommunication and Civil Engineering

disciplines along with those of Operating and Finance.



 The team being multidisciplinary, individual members

work in close coordination, finalizing their portion of

survey and design work thoroughly.

 The officer belonging to electrical discipline generally

coordinates all the activities.

 Individual members, discipline-wise responsibilities are

itemized in the following paragraphs



1 Item of Survey/Data Collection Remarks

a)

Traction Power supply:

Availability of power at reasonable

tariff. Suitable locations of points of

power supply. Cost and time

schedule to obtain power supply.

Based on discussions and

finalizations of details with

the concerned Power supply

authorities.

b) Foot by Foot Survey of the Route.
Close coordination of Civil

Engineer (Survey) essential.

c)

Route survey of Railway‟s

transmission line from supply

Authority‟s grid sub-station

Close co ordination of Civil

Engineer (Survey) essential.



2
Items of works and drawings to be 

finalized
Remarks

a)
The “Wiring Plan” indicating the tracks 

to be wired Finalized with open 

line: the Operating 

Officer (Survey) 

coordinates.b)
The Sectioning Diagram for Traction 

Overhead Equipment

c)
The General Supply Diagram Indicating 

location of Power Control Points

Finalized in consultation 

with the open line and 

Supply Authorities.

d)
The pegging Plans for Traction Over 

Head Equipment

Prepared as a result of 

foot by foot survey



e)

The plans for modification  of power 

distribution lines  at stations and yards to 

immunize them against Electro- Magnetic 

induction effects of traction power supply. 

Finalised in 

consultation with 

Open Line

f)

Modifications to Power Line Crossings of 

Electricity Supply Authorities to suit 

Electric Traction Authorities

Finalised in 

consultation with

Supply Authorities.

g)
The location of Electric loco shed and Trip 

inspection sheds.                                                                

Finalised in 

consultation with 

Open line

h)

Locations of OHE & PSI maintenance 

depots; their staff strength, tools & plant 

road and rail vehicles.

Finalised in 

consultation with 

Open line



i)

Cost Estimates for items of work

including payments to the Power

Supply Authorities for Traction

Power Supply

By Electrical Member

after taking details from

Supply authorities.

j)

Overall coordination of survey, 

preparation of Project Report and 

Abstract Estimate and Financial

appraisal of the project  appraisal of 

the project 

Norms required for 

Financial appraisal to be 

collected from Open 

Line & verified 



Items of survey and their finalisation Remarks

a)

Traffic density, existing and

forecast, both goods and

passenger; train loads and speeds.

Assessment based on data

obtained from the Open Line

& Railway Board; forecasts

should be accepted by

them.

b)

Location of Remote Control

Centre open line in coordination

with Finalised in consultation

With Electrical officer of the

Survey.
c)

Remodeling & wiring to be done

in Yards & at change of traction

points.



Items of survey and their finalisation Remarks

d)
Movement of Over dimensional

consignments Finalised in consultation

With Electrical officer of the 

Survey.
e) 

Assessment of locomotives

required 

f)
Location of Electric loco shed and 

trip inspection shed

Finalised in consultation

With Electrical officer of the 

Survey.

(see also para 2 (g)  above)



1 Survey Remarks

a) Existing signalling installations

Data collection 

during field survey

b)
Existing telecommunication Installations

c)

Department of Telecommunication„s  

overhead track crossings. and a general 

idea of their Installations along the route.



2
Items of designs and drawings to be

finalized
Remarks

a)
Design of colour light signals at large

and way side stations
In accordance with

approved policies of the

Railway Board
b)

Design of Telecommunication system

incorporating the additional circuits

required for electric traction

c)

Tapping Diagram for

i) Remote control

ii) Traction Power Control

iii) Traction Loco Control

In coordination with

Electrical officer of

Survey team and with

approval of Open Line



2
Items of designs and drawings to be 

finalized
Remarks

d)

Telecommunication facilities with 

Remote Control Centers and Supply 

Authorities‟ load dispatch centers

In coordination with 

Electrical officer of 

Survey team and with 

approval of Open Line

e)

The sections on the route where 

Booster transformers  and return 

conductor are to be provided

To be finalized with 

DOT

f)

Cost estimates of signaling &

telecommunications works and of 

payments to DOT for taking up 

protection works against induction 

from traction currents



1 Survey Remarks

a) For preparation of Roll Diagram To update the existing Roll

Diagram incorporating the

existing ground conditions and

doubling works in hand and in

imminent future.

b) Of over-line structures :

i) Through Girder bridges

ii) Long deck type bridges

iii) Flyovers & Road Over-Bridges

iv) Tunnels

Drawings of Open Line to be

verified and updated during

the detailed survey

c) Re-modeling and track works in

hand and under progress

During field Survey

d) Soil conditions over the route During survey



2 Finalisation of Designs Remarks

a)

Plans for Modification to                                     

over line structures to suit ac                              

traction clearances.

With the approval of Open 

Line

b)
Designs of supports for OHE

on bridge and in tunnels

With the approval of Open 

Line

c)

Details of Plans to alter the track 

geometry through realignment, re-

sleepering or remodeling etc.

Details are required to be 

incorporated in the survey 

sheets.

d)

Site Plans for Service Buildings, 

loco sheds, staff quarters & Remote 

Control Center.  

With the approval of Open 

Line



2 Finalisation of Designs Remarks

e) Land Acquisition Plans

To be coordinated  

with Civil District  

Revenue  Official

f)
Right of way including Land acquisition 

for Railway‟s transmission line

g)
Estimate of costs for civil

Engineering works.



 The finance office examines the cost estimates, the

financial appraisal for the Project Report and all other

financial details, essential to finalize the Project

Report and the Abstract Estimate.



 To ensure the validity of the drawings and the designs

finalised, these are required to be accepted by the Heads

of the Departments of the Open Line organization.

 Accordingly , they should bear the signature of the

concerned authorities, being given in token of approval.

 On the Open Line, generally, the Chief Electrical

Engineer functions as the coordinating officer.



 However, for technical matters, the officers of the

concerned disciplines of the survey team discuss and

finalise the details with the Heads of the Departments of

the open line.



 Quiet often, works for infrastructure improvements such

as Yard Re-modeling, Route Relay interlocking of other

works not directly linked with Railway Electrification are

required to be taken up concurrently by the Electrification

team, being a suitable agency to execute such a work.

 It is essential that the survey team clearly identifies such

work to ensure their allocation to the appropriate Head of

Account, isolating them from the cost for Electrification

works.



 This will ensure that the financial viability of the

Electrification Project remains factual and the cost

estimates remain within their legitimate Plan Heads.





 OHE and Power Supply installations form a major portion

of the cost of Railway Electrification.

 To estimate the accurate cost, route survey, finalized

Pegging Plans and the General Power Supply Diagrams

are required.

 This entails following steps of survey and drawing work:

a) Finalization of the Wiring Plan showing the tracks

required to be wired.



b) Finalization of the Sectioning Diagram, which

indicates the electrical sections in which the OHE is to

be divided.

c) Finalization of the General Power Supply Diagram

which gives schematic arrangement of equipments

and remote controlled CB‟s at the locations of the

TSS, FP‟s, SSP‟s, and the S.P‟s. (which are all

covered under the general term - Supply Control

Posts).

d) Preparation of the Survey Plans based on the field

survey.



e) Preparation of the Pre-pegging plan on the survey

sheet, based on the information contained in items (b)

and (c) above.

f) Preparation of the final pegging plan after site

verification.

 The first step in the above sequence of the plans is to

obtain and update the Roll Diagram, finalize the wiring

Plan in advance of the field survey so that the tracks

proposed to be wired are surveyed in detail.



 The General Supply Diagram and the Sectioning Diagram

may be finalized concurrently with the field survey, but

prior to commencement of work on the OHE Pre-pegging

Plans.

 For definition of different electrical sections of OHE

denoted by elementary section, sub-sector and sector, see

“Principles for Layout Plans and Sectioning Diagrams for

25 kV AC Traction, document issued by RDSO.”



 The sections over the route where booster transformers and

return conductor are required to be provided have to be

finalized prior to the preparation of the General Supply

Diagram. Also if it is decided to provide the 2x25 kV AT

system, a prior decision on this account is called for.



 The Roll Diagram forms the basis of the wiring plan. This

is schematic diagram, which indicates the tracks existing

on the ground i.e. on the open route, at stations and in

yards.

 The basic plan is obtained from the Open Line and is

updated by incorporating therein all the remodeling works

taken up thereafter. The take off points of private siding

(which may need to be wired) and those, which run

alongside the tracks to be wired are also shown.



 It is also vital to indicate under a suitable legend the

Remodeling and Doubling works in progress or in hand on

this plan. Such works affect the design of traction

overhead equipment. Those works, which have to be taken

into account for the designs, have to be accurately and

formally finalized with the Open Line officials. A

specimen of Roll Diagram is shown Fig.
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FIG.1.3.1
SPECIMEN ROLL DIAGRAM

(LINES SHOWN DOTTED :- REMODELLING WORKS, LINES TO BE PROVIDED)

NOTE :- THIS IS BASICALLY A CIVIL ENGG. DRAWING.
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 The wiring plan indicates the tracks, which are to be

provided with traction overhead equipment for movement

of electric stock.

 Yard lines such as sorting, classification, humping as well

as sidings, should also be wired, so that the electric

locomotives could be used for shunting and humping

duties.



 Since optimizing the cost of electrification is the primary

responsibility of the survey team, it is of great importance

to the officers of the survey team to critically study yard

movements so as to finalize the most economic yard

wiring plans with the open line officials.

 Generally, in the yards, reception lines receiving

electrically hauled trains are wired in full, but only the top

ends of the departure lines are wired (depending upon how

placement is to be done on the departure lines).



 Medical van sidings and loops are wired fully so that the van

can be moved by first available electric locomotive in either

direction.

 In some yards crossovers may exist between two wired lines

but for shunting movement by non-electric engines only. These

should be invariably wired to prevent OHE and locomotive

pantograph damage, in the event an electric engine is routed

over it inadvertently.

 Generally the private sidings are required to be wired in

accordance with current policy of the Indian Railways, the cost

sharing being dependent upon the Agreement with the siding

owner.



 In addition to achieving economy, there is need to optimize

on the reliability and cost of repairs and maintenance of

the OHE.

 Yard derailments, might damage the OHE resulting in

power having to be switched off not only of the damaged

portion, but also the adjacent track for crane working.

 Sectioning/switching arrangement shall be made such that

minimum section can be switched off. A specimen of a

Wiring Plan for a yard is shown in figure.
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FIG.1.3.2
SPECIMEN WIRING PLANS

(LINES SHOWN DOTTED : REMODELLING WORKS TO  BE PROVIDED)

NOTE :-  1. LINES NOT TO BE WIRED SHOWN .
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             2. REMODELLED TRACK  TO BE WIRED IS SHOWN IN GREEN .

LOCO LINE

ALONG WITH SHUNTING NECK)



• Once the wiring plan is finalized, the next step is to

make the sectioning diagram which indicates the

electrical division of the OHE, in convenient parts so as

to limit the portion, which can be isolated and taken out

of service for either maintenance or due to breakdown,

to a minimum portion permitting the rest for movement

of electric stock and thus minimizing the dislocation to

the train movement.



• However sectioning of OHE should be kept to the

minimum in number, commensurate with traffic

movement requirements such that it gives best possible

reliability and availability of the OHE.



a) Main running lines and loops should be electrically separate

from secondary lines and yard lines.

b) On double track section, OHEs of Up and Down tracks should

be electrically separate. Unless it is inevitable the OHEs of Up

and Down lines should be supported on separate structures.

c) Lines for different activities should be electrically separate. In

yards, reception, dispatch, common exit and entry lines,

engine run around lines, loco shed lines and sidings should be

separated from each other.



d) Electric locomotive lines used for locomotive pit lines, and

sidings where open wagons are loaded or unloaded, should be

specially isolated at both ends through short neutral sections

and shall be provided with earthing arrangement for the dead

section at both ends, for the safety of personnel working close

to OHE.

e) Opposite to feeding post either an insulated overlap or a PTFE

section insulator or a PTFE type neutral section is inserted in

the OHE.

f) At Sectioning Posts a neutral section is provided in the OHE

(preferably PTFE type).



g) On main running line every block section should be separate

from the adjacent block section.

h) Running lines immediately in rear of normal crossovers

should be electrically separate, to enable use of crossover to

divert a train, in case OHE in the rear of the crossover is not

available for train movement.

i) On main running lines the sectioning should be such that the

electrical insulated overlap is protected by a stop signal. This

will permit direct reception of the train up to the stop signal

even when there is a power block ahead of the stop signal.



j) At a wayside station, if a loop line has separate structures

for OHE (Normally as it should be), having mechanical

independence, the electrical isolation of the loop and the

main line be staggered by having the loop section insulator

located behind the loop starter and the insulated overlap for

the main just beyond the turnout well in advance of the

main line starter This will have the flexibility of receiving a

train on the loop if there is a power block on the main line

section in rear of the starter signal, and of being able to

dispatch a train from the main line when there is a power

block in the traffic block section in advance of the station.



k) Sectioning in yards in addition to the provisions

contained in section above, the reception and dispatch

lines may also be segregated in groups of 3 or 4 lines to

form separate electrical section, so gathering lines,

locomotive run around lines, common entry and exit lines

have special importance, hence power supply to these

lines should be either from alternate feed arrangements or

from a gantry with bus-bar arrangements to ensure their

greater availability.



• Excessive sectioning, resulting in having a large number

of isolating switches, feeder wires and section insulators

can reduce reliability while increasing the need for

maintenance. It should be appreciated that any equipment

installed needs maintenance and is also liable to fail.



• Section insulators, overlaps, and isolating switches need

regular maintenance, which requires power blocks on both

sides of such equipments. Power block taken on one side

of a section insulator which has not been cleaned of soot is

likely to fail at the very moment the power block is taken,

leading to an unwarranted failure. Minimum sectioning,

therefore, should be the aim while preparing the

Sectioning diagram. Examples of sectioning are shown in

Fig.
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 Having decided upon the sectioning of the OHE it is to be

decided which section should have remote controlled

circuit breakers and which should be provided with locally

operated manual isolating switches.

 The sectioning diagram is now combined with the general

supply diagram which shows the locations of the remote

controlled switches at the FP, SP, and the SSP‟s.



 The physical location of these Posts as shown in the pre-

pegging plans is finalised after site inspection.

 The final pegging plan contains the actual location of the

overlap, the section insulator as well as the location

selected for the supply control post.



 The general supply diagram fixes the locations of the TSS

and supply control posts.

 Remote control and Tele-signalling of the status of the

switches is effected at the Remote Control Centre on the

console of the TPC.

 Other Remote control switches such as yard and loco

shed circuit breakers & interrupters are also incorporated

in the General Supply diagram.

 This diagram also forms the basis of RC equipment for

the center and the control post.



 The basic consideration in locating the TSS is to ensure

satisfactory voltage condition on the OHE. While the

maximum voltage at the substation should not normally

exceed 27.5 kV, the voltage of the farthest end, based

on the traction load conditions taking into account the

traffic density, the loads and speeds of the trains and the

terrain, with one substation taken out of commission,

should not fall below 19 kV.



 The distance between traction substations decrease if

the section has booster transformers and return

conductor due to increase in impedance offered by

them, if however the system chosen is 2 x 25 kV

system, the distance between substations increases

considerably, while designing the system, the spacing

between substations is calculated for different scenarios

of traction loads and system of supply and optimized.



 The location of the traction substation is dependent

upon the proximity of Supply authority‟s substations.

As a first approximation the distance between adjacent

traction substations may be tentatively taken as under,

how ever requirements of increase of traffic in future

shall be taken care of :



System Distance (km)

25 kV with Booster Transformers 

and return conductors 
40 - 50 Km 

25 kV Without Booster Transformers 50 – 80 Km

2 x 25 kV AT system 80 – 100 Km



 In arriving at the location of TSS, apart from the above

considerations, the practical need is to have them

approachable by all weather roads, as well as to have

minimum length of Railway‟s EHV transmission line from

the Supply Authority‟s substation. Site should be decided

considering these aspects as well.

 Also the site selected for the substation should be free from

danger of flooding and water logging, be level, and need

minimum amount of acquisition of land. The locations

selected with these considerations will be the most suitable

compromise and economical as well.



 It may in future be necessary to add more traction

substations due the increase in traffic and load. When

such situation arises, the sectioning posts between the

traction substations will need to be converted to feeding

posts. This aspect shall be considered in advance and

exercise shall be done to see how feeding arrangements

will be done in such case. It may be noted that the interval

between substations being dependent upon the sections to

be provided with booster transformers and return

conductor, finalization of this detail is a prerequisite to

preparation of General Supply Diagram.



 The conventional neutral section in the OHE at the

Sectioning and Paralleling post is 41 m long and

overlap type. The electric locomotive coasts through

this dead section in case it comes to a halt under this

portion of OHE, there being no power in the OHE, the

electric locomotive becomes immobile. In such a

situation it needs to be pushed or pulled by another

locomotive to bring it under a live OHE.



 The site for location of the neutral section, therefore, needs to be

selected with care, so that the terrain assists the train in negotiating

it.

 Accordingly the neutral section for the Sectioning Post should be

located on a straight track at sufficient distance from a stop signal

either behind or ahead of it.

 In undulating terrain the neutral section should be located in a valley.

Locating it on a rising gradient or on crest of hill is not desirable. In

case a satisfactory location cannot be found, PTFE type short neutral

section may be provided. Since such a neutral section requires more

inspection and maintenance and still needs to be imported, its

unrestricted use is not recommended.



 Chief Electrical Engineers of Open Line often desire

location of a neutral section at the territorial limits of their

Railway.

 The Survey team should carefully examine this request. If

it is established that by acceding to this desire there is no

need to increase the total number of traction substations

and suitable arrangements for extended power supply

between the two Railways are possible, this may be agreed

to.



 Accounting for cost of supply of power to the section on

the adjoining Railway can be reckoned simply through

calculating the average cost of energy used during the

accounting period for the gross tonne km moved over the

section fed by the substation.



 Between the Feeding post and the Sectioning post a

number of intermediate Sub-sectioning and Paralleling

posts are inserted in the OHE, to provide remote controlled

switches for facilitating isolation of faulty sections of

OHE.

 Stations having large yards need to have an individual SSP

so that the yards, loco sheds and other running lines are

fed through individual remote controlled interrupters or

circuit breakers.



 The block sections in between the SSP‟s are isolated 

through manually operated isolating switches.  

 A specimen of General Supply diagram is shown in figure 

on next slide.
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 The final sectioning diagram indicates the entire

sectioning, showing also the remote controlled switches as

shown in the General Supply Diagram.

 It also shows the structure-number of the OHE structures

on both the sides of the insulated overlap, the neutral

section or the section insulator, across which the switches

are located.

 These details are taken from the finalized pegging plan.





 In order to prepare the designs of Overhead Equipment

Layout, forming the basis of the Project construction

work, a detailed foot by foot survey of the route proposed

for Electrification is taken up.

 This survey forms the basis of Survey Sheets. These

sheets are prepared to scale, the longitudinal scale being

1: 1000 in open route and 1: 500 within station limits and

in yards. The sub-scale chosen for cross sections is 1:

200.



 On these sheets the OHE structures and anchor

foundations are marked according to the Principles for

OHE Layout Plans and Sectioning Diagrams for 25 kV ac

traction - Document No. ETI/OHE/53 with A&C Slip

No.1 to 4 issued by RDSO.

 These plans, called pre-pegging plans are then verified at

site and modified to site conditions and finalised.

 The final plan thus issued is called the Pegging Plan and

forms the basis for estimation of quantities, the cost

estimates and for schedule of quantities to tenders for

OHE construction Contracts.



 Bonding and earthing plans and plans for modification of

power distribution line at stations and yards are also

prepared based on these survey plans.

 Preparation of accurate detailed survey plan, therefore,

cannot be overemphasized.



 A Surveyor‟s field book is required to be maintained in

which all the details obtained during the survey should be

entered. These details are transferred to field sketches.

Such sketches are then sent to the Drawing Office to

enable preparation of Survey plans.

 The entries in the field book should be dated and

progress recorded in accordance with increasing

chainage. Details entered should include important

features along the track and their offset from the center

line of the nearest track.



 The chainage of location where embankment changes to level

ground or level ground to cutting or vice versa should be

recorded as these are needed to finalise the foundations for

OHE structures.

 Continuous features, such as, Track centers, width of cess,

offsets to continuous running drains, fences or pipes, cables;

either on surface or buried underground, should be recorded

at every 50 m intervals on open route and at every 25 m

intervals in yards and within stations limits.

 Cross section of the route at intervals of 250 m should also be

measured and recorded.



a) Track centers between all tracks.

b) Track structure i.e. type of sleeper, depth of ballast,

width of cess, embankment, level or cutting. The

programme of track works such as re-sleepering with

prestressed concrete sleepers, deep screening of ballast

or rail renewal works, which affect the track levels

and/or alignment, should also be ascertained and noted.

c) Details of cross section every 250 m.

Important Features to be noted are:



d) Type and condition of soil every 250 m and at geologic

discontinuities.

e) Buried water mains, and cables and their runs alongside

and across tracks.

f) Signal and location boxes, signal wires, point rods,

cranks and signal cables.

g) Signals: Main, Routing, Shunt; their type and track for

which meant, distance from the center line of track.



h) Buildings, huts, platforms, other structures such as

columns for over-bridges, abutments of road over-bridges.

i) Platform shelters, their profile across tracks, height and

distance of columns, and edges of shelters from adjacent

track.

j) Turnouts, crossovers, and diamond crossings, their

deviation numbers viz. 1 in 8.5, 1 in 12 or 1 in 16;

chainage of the fouling boards/ marks; track centers at

toes of turnouts and at the fouling boards/marks.



k) Water columns, ash pits and steam blow-down pits

l) Fuelling points for Diesel locomotives

m) Metallic circuits (electric, low or high tension; signal ;

or telecommunications) running parallel to tracks and

their distance from adjacent track centers.

n) Fencing : Metallic or otherwise, running along tracks,

chainages of their beginning and end, and their distance

to adjacent track at regular intervals; their type of

construction.



o) Overhead wire crossings of tracks:

Telecommunications (Railway or belonging to

Department of Telecommunications); signaling; and

power ( including their ownership), their voltage and

clearances from each track crossed; if the voltage of the

power line is 33 kV or above the angle of crossing and

also the location of two adjacent supports on either side

of the tracks.



p) Overline structures such as Road over-bridges, Flyovers,

foot over-bridges and signal gantries : their vertical

clearances from each track spanned, and horizontal

distances of their support columns or abutments from the

adjacent tracks ; if the overline structure has smoke baffle

plates, the clearance to the lowest member of the structure

should be recorded. A sketch of the cross – section across

the tracks giving the leading dimensions is required to be

prepared.



q) Curves : Whether right hand or left hand as seen in the

direction of increasing chainage; the degree of curvature,

and the chainage of tangent points both at the beginning

of transition and of main curves; versines in mm are taken

every 50 mm with nylon cord for the entire curve. Actual

versines measured at the site may be different depending

upon the disturbance the track has suffered since its last

realignment.



r) Level Crossings : Their chainages, and location of gate

lodges, whether manned or unmanned and location of gate

signals, if any. Special note should be made of level

crossings on important roads or those giving access to

main roads (this is useful during construction and

subsequently for maintenance). It is prudent to get the

information about the nearby airports if any from civil

aviation.

s) Locations of gradient posts and signal location marker

posts.



t) Culverts and bridges : Chainage of their abutments, peers,

trolley Trolley and man refuges ; whether culverts or long

bridges , if so whether deck type or through girder type For

through girder type the head room at entry portals Sketch

showing plan and elevation of the piers and the entry portals

are also required. Location of alignment of water mains, cables

and open wires running on the bridge structures should also be

noted.

u) Tunnels : their chainges and profile, whether lined or unlined,

location of trolley and main refuges , areas with extensive

water seepage, arrangements of water drainage, and location

of drains.



v) Identification and extent of exposed Locations : Areas

where full wind effects are likely to be encountered by

OHE structures and termed „Exposed locations‟ should be

noted down. These are generally encountered on approach

embankments to long bridges and on them, high bare

grounds and in valleys subject to funnel effect of wind.

w) Identification of polluted Locations : Areas adjacent to

factories and power stations having high ambient

pollution particles should be identified and recorded.



 To ensure accuracy only steel tape or fiber glass/plastic

coated tape should be used for measurements.

 Yellow paint or crayon marks should be marked on the web

of the rail along which measurements have been made

every 25 m.

 On curves the chainage should be taken along the outer rail

of the middle track when there are odd numbers of tracks.

If there are even numbers of tracks the chainage should be

taken along the inner rail of the first track outside the

center line of the group of tracks.



 At the point of start „Zero‟ chainage is taken. While

proceeding along the tracks the features are recorded

indicating their chainages and offset distances.

 When the next kilometer post is recorded. Chainage

distance with respect to the new km post is commenced

afresh. Thus chainages are taken from one km post to the

next.



• The headroom available under on over line structure is an

important parameter, the design of OHE under it being

governed by this parameter, it is necessary to mark the

track level on the adjacent support column with yellow

paint and use this reference mark to measure the

headroom.



• This reference point is essential to be made permanent

subsequent to survey else it may lead to great

confusion later on while providing the electrical

clearance to OHE and may radically affect the solutions

to provide adequate electrical clearance which are

found after a detailed study subsequent to field survey.

Accordingly, all locations under overline structures

having restricted clearance need careful watch.



• The survey of soil characteristics every 250 m should

also include its type and bearing pressure capacity.

Samples of the soil should be collected and sent to a soil

mechanics test laboratory to obtain the type of soil and

its bearing pressure. This information is required to be

recorded on the survey sheet.



• While measuring versines on curves if it is found that the

figures are not uniform as should be found for a circular

curve of that degree. It may be necessary to have the track

examined by the open line permanent way engineers and get

the curves realigned prior to finalization of designs of OHE.

• Similarly, the super-elevations may also be adjusted to the

designed values. This will ensure that the OHE designs have

been appropriately made for the designed track layout

minimizing sub sequent adjustments during operation of the

service.



During the survey it is essential to obtain from the line

details of such works which may alter the track geometry

and which may be taken up earlier than the anticipated

programme of electrification such as:

 Provision of pre-stressed concrete sleepers, resulting in

rising of track level.



 Realignment of curves for higher speeds, needing longer

transition curves and higher super-elevation.

 Easing of gradients.

 Re-modeling of yards, and doubling works.

 Replacement of lower speed turnouts to higher speed

turnouts.



• As OHE is erected to suit the track, if any subsequent alteration

to the erected OHE has to be done it is difficult and expensive.

It is, therefore advantageous to advise the open line to complete

the works prior to taking up the OHE work.

• The survey Plans should, indicate the existing track layout as

well as the altered location with respect to the existing track

after improvement. Details of such improvements should be

invariably obtained through joint dispatch with open line

officials during foot by foot survey.



 The data recorded in the field books by the surveyor

should be promptly transferred to field sketches as the

survey proceeds.

 This will ensure the missing details which can readily be

collected by another visit to the site which may be either

in progress or likely to commence soon.

 Each vertical line denotes distance of 50m on open route

and 25m in yards and station limits. The horizontal lines

represent center lines of tracks.



 Major yards having more than five to six lines may

need special sketches to be made as required to suit the

geographical conditions.

 Each sheet may contain details for 250m of track and

have at least one cross-section of the route.

 All details should be carefully recorded, as this forms

the basic document for preparation of the survey sheets.

 All distances should be in meters and the versines in

mm.



• The preparation of survey sheets is done in the drawing

office sequentially on receipt of the field sketches.



Table of Versines on Broad Gauge.

Table with values of versines on spans for 50 m and 25 m

on curves, along with the formula obtaining these values is

given below:

S2/4 = (V/1000) x 2x R

Hence V     = (125 x S2) / R 

where S = span in m

V = versine in mm

R = Radius of curve in m.



S.No.
Degree of 

curve(°)

Radius of 

curve (m)

Versine (mm)

For a span 25m For a span 50m

1 10 175 447 1789

2 6 292 268 1074

3 5 350 224 895

4 4 438 179 717

5 3 583 134 537

6 2 875 89 358

7 3/2 1164 67 268



S.No.
Degree of 

curve(°)

Radius of 

curve (m)

Versine (mm)

For a span 25m For a span 50m

8 1 1747 45 179

9 3/4 2328 33 134

10 1/2 3492 22 89

1) These figures apply to uniform curves. The versines of

transition curves at the two ends of the curves are lower.

2) 10 curve is defined as that when in 100 ft ( 30.48 m) turns

through 1/360th of a complete circle.



All drawings of OHE Surveys, Pre-pegging, Pegging

and OHE lay out plans, as well as Sectioning

Diagrams shall comply with the standards laid down

in this specification.

1. Scope:



• The standard size shall be A4 i.e. 210 x 297 mm or

any integral multiple of this size either in length or

height or both, such as :

Trimmed size of Print
Corresponding size 

of Tracing

Length (mm)
210,420,630,840 

or 1050

240, 450,660,870

or 1080

Height (mm) 297,594 or 891 330,630 or 930

2. Size of Drawings:

• A border line should be provided within the trimmed

print 15 mm below the edge of the drawing



• All drawings shall be prepared and trimmed such that

they can be neatly folded differently up and down and

finally presented in 210 m x 297mm size without any

parts of the folds being short or overlapping and

ensuring that the title of the drawing is exposed in the

top fold so that it is identified without opening the

folds. Short fold marks may be made on the border

line of appropriate intervals so as to facilitate their

folding accurately and neatly

3. Folds in the Drawings:



• All plans of tracks shall be prepared in such a

manner that the distance from the reference

terminal increases from left to right.

4. Orientation of the Drawings:



• Following scale shall be adopted for the survey plans :

Along the tracks Across the tracks.

Open route 1:1000 1:500

Stations & yards 1:500 1:250

• The scale adopted shall be clearly indicated on the top

sheet at the appropriate place on the title sheet.

5. Scale:



• Standard square upright lettering of the following

dimensions shall be used as necessary

Main titles : 5,8,10, or 12 mm

Sub titles : 4 or 6 mm

Notes, legends or dimensions : 2 or 3 mm

6. Lettering:



NAME OF THE ORGANISATION GROUP NO.

DRG. NO.

DATE TRACK SURVEY PLAN

OHE PEGGING PLAN

TRACK SURVEY PLAN OHE PEGGING PLAN

ROUTE KM

TRACK KM

SURVEY/OHE PEGGING/

OHE PREPEGGING PLAN

APPROVED IN PRINCIPLE M

O

D

.

SIGN. DATE

FROM KM

TO KM SIG. OF THE

APPROVING AUTHORITY

SECTION NAME OF THE

ORGANISATION

SIG. OF THE

CEE

MOD DATE NATURE OF MOD SIG RAILWAY ELECTRIFICATION
DR.

TC.

CK. SCALE LOGO OF THE

ORGANISATIONSUR. SUB SCALE

An uniform standard panel shall be adopted.

7. Layout of the legends Panel and Title Sheet:







 As a result of the survey and finalization of the extent of

work jointly agreed upon by the open line Railway,

power supply Authorities and the Department of

Telecommunications, the specifications and quantum of

the work are finalised.

 Different disciplines, i.e. electrical, civil engineering and

S&T engineering make realistic assessments of their

portions of work and work out their respective cost

estimates.



 The cost of the Project is then obtained after adding

General Charges.

 The financial (and, if required, also the economic) viability

of the project is then found out based on traffic forecasts.

 Further, a sensitivity analysis, involving percentage

changes in cost of important inputs and their effect on

remunerative-ness of the project is also taken up to ensure

that the project remains viable, even when the cost of

important inputs change subsequently.



 A further measure of confidence is obtained from

carrying out Productivity Test on earlier completed

project, by assessing the benefits accruing vis-à-vis

those envisaged at the time of sanction of the project.



 The list of works to be taken up for Railway

Electrification are given below engineering

discipline wise. Both the type of work and their

quantum depend upon the peculiarity of the section

chosen.



 To increase clearances to suit 25 kV ac traction, wherever

required :

a) under foot over bridge

b) under road over bridges

c) under fly over bridges

d) Inside tunnels

e) At entry points of through girder bridges.

f) To platform shelters

g) To water columns.

Civil Engineering



 To remove obstructions to location of OHE structures,

wherever, required by:

a) slewing of tracks for adequate track centres.

b) Diversion of drains, and / or water mains running

alongside the tracks

c) Shifting of buildings, block, huts, signal cabins,

trolley and man refuges, and/or any other civil

engineering structure.



 To construct new civil engineering assets:

a) Erection of height gauges at level crossings, and

safety screens at the road and foot over bridges.

b) Sidings for contractors‟ depots.

c) Laying of track and its connection‟s for electric

locomotive sheds. OHE inspection cars, hot axle

sidings, common loops, yard remodeling for change

of traction or for any other work directly related to

electrification.



d) OHE and PSI workshop and maintenance depots, garages

and sheds for OHE inspection cars and training schools.

e) Repeater stations, battery and relay rooms, cabins for Signal

and Telecommunication installations.

f) Buildings for traction substations, remote control center and

remote control cubicles.

g) Locomotive sheds, main and trip inspection

h) Staff quarters and associated amenities such as roads, water

supply etc.

i) Acquisition of land and its development.



Electrical

a) Construction of OHE (including booster transformers

and return conductors)

b) Erection of 132/220 kV power transmission lines.

c) Erection of traction substations.

d) Erection of supply control posts.

e) Erection of remote control equipment



f) Erection of machines, and provision of tools and plant for

electric locomotive sheds. OHE and power supply

installation depots and supply of road and rail vehicles for

maintenance organization

g) Erection of auxiliary transformers for low voltage power

supply to stations signal cabins, and level crossings.

h) Electrification of staff quarters, service buildings and their

air conditioning.



i) Modification to railway‟s power distribution network.

j) Monitoring of modifications to power line crossings of

outside agencies to conform the Regulations for Power

Line Crossings of Railway tracks.



Signaling Works

a) Modifications to existing block, signal and interlocking

installations to suit 25 kV ac traction, and provision of

new track circuits, and interlocking wherever required.

b) Erection of colour light signals.

c) Other approved signaling works, such as panel

interlocking or route relay interlocking etc.



Telecommunication Works.

a) Laying and installing telecommunications cables

including repeaters and terminal equipments.

b) Provision of new traction power control, remote control,

loco control, emergency control circuits and connections.

c) Provision of new telephone exchanges and telephones

and administrative trunk lines for traction maintenance

personnel.



d) Modifications to talking and page back facilities in yards

and to public address systems at stations.

e) Provision of emergency telephones to locomotives and

maintenance personnel; provision of wireless facilities to

breakdown gangs.

f) Monitoring of protective works taken up by Department

of Telecommunications.



Cost estimates

• The assessment of works are done in detail. Based on these

the cost estimates are prepared engineering discipline wise

duly allocating the cost to the appropriate major, minor and

detailed head of account according to Indian Railways‟

Accounts Code. The cost estimates include estimation of

payment to the outside agencies such as:

a) Revenue department of state government for acquisition

of land.



b) Owners of overhead power line crossings of tacks to

modify their crossings to come in conformity with the

Regulations.

c) Power Supply Authorities to provide traction power

supply.



Ancillary Works.

• A number of improvements are undertaken at the time of

electrification of a section and also the responsibility for their

execution rests with railway electrification project organization.

Such works include route relay interlocking, increased

communications channels in the cable, common loops or other

yard remodeling not required for change of traction, which would

be equally beneficial with diesel traction; such works should be

justified individually and got sanctioned as separate works so that

the remunerative-ness of the electrification project does not get

affected by such works and funds are optimally utilised.



Component costs of Railway Electrification activity

 The cost allocation heads in the Indian Railways Accounts

Code indicate distribution of works costs according to the

activity of different engineering disciplines; Civil

engineering, Electrical and Signal & Telecommunications.



Appraisal on discounted cash flow (DCF)

technique

 Based on the total cost of the project and the traffic

forecast over the life of the project (taken as 5 years of

construction activity followed by 30 years of maintenance

and operation, total 35 years), cost benefit analysis is

worked out on the discounted cash flow (DCF) technique.



 This analysis compares cash outflow on capital, repairs

and maintenance and operation on two scenarios (a) and

(b) indicated below. Common costs are excluded from the

analysis

a) The section is taken up for full dieselisation, with new

diesel locomotives assumed to have been introduced

from the expected date of energisation of the OHE.

b) The section is electrified as envisaged in the project

report and all traffic assumed to move on electric

traction from the date of OHE.



 The present worth of the cash flow over the 35 years of

project life is discounted at minimum acceptable rate of

discount i.e. the minimum rate of discount at which a

project is considered viable is obtained, complete with due

credits to the present worth with the depreciated return

value of assets at the end of the project life for both the

scenarios.

 If the present worth for both the forms of traction are

equal, the traffic level is called the “break even‟ level of

traffic.



 Diesel traction is more economical at a traffic density lower

than this level and electric traction at this and above the level.

 To ascertain the actual internal Rate of Return (IRR) of the

project at the envisaged traffic level the discounting factor is

varied. The discounting factor at which the present worth of

electric traction equals that of the diesel traction is the IRR of

the Railway Electrification Project.

 All values of IRR above the prescribed minimum value

(which varies from time to time and had been 10% till 1991)

are considered acceptable for approval of the project.



Assessment of Coaching and Goods Traffic

 The most important criterion of selection of a route for

Electrification is traffic density.

 Traffic survey, therefore, requires traffic forecasts being

made by the open line Railway as well as by the Railway

Board.

 An independent analysis of any further information in

regard to major developments in the economy of the

country or the region which may affect the forecasts of

the Railway should also be made.



 The assessments and the forecast arrived at should be done in

consultation with the Chief Operating Manager of the Railway

and should have his acceptance.

 The level of traffic expected in the first year of electrification

and the growth expected in the foreseeable future say up to

about 15 years may be worked out.

 A relevant point to be considered is the likely diversions of

traffic from other non electrified routes to the one being

electrified due to greater mobility being offered by an

electrified route having a better infrastructure. This synergy

effect should be also carefully assessed and quantified in such a

survey.



Norms and costs required for Project Appraisal

In addition to the capital cost of Railway Electrification, the annual

cost of operation and maintenance for the two types traction,

number and cost of new diesel and electric locomotives are

required.



a)   Capital Cost 

Electric Traction Diesel traction 

i )   Locomotives Locomotives and Power 

packs

ii) Locomotive sheds 

(main and outstation)

Locomotive sheds 

(main and outstation)

iii) Fixed installations:

Traction OHE, Sub-Station, supply

control posts, Remote control &

ancillary electrical work. Signalling,

Telecommunications, Yard remodeling

and Other civil engineering Works.

Locomotive fuelling 

points

The costs required to be taken in account are :



b)    Cost of operation and maintenance 

Electric traction Diesel traction

i)   Electric energy diesel fuel

ii)  Lubricants Lubricants

iii) Traction distribution -

iv)  Locomotive operation and 

maintenance

Locomotive operation and 

maintenance

To obtain the above costs, use is made of published statistics of

open line Railway. Costs of locomotives are obtained from Indian

Railways‟ locomotive production units.



Assessment of number of locomotives

 A preliminary study may be done by simulating on a

computer movement of different type of trains (express,

stopping passenger and goods trains) over the section.

Based on the train charts worked out after such a study,

turn round time for locomotives may be worked out. The

number of locomotives for each type of traction for the

levels of traffic envisaged year wise can be now worked

out.



 Since the Indian Railways have standardized for broad gauge

the WDM2 type of diesel engines and variations of WAM4

type of electric engines, adequate statistics are available of the

norm of net tone km hauled per day per locomotive in use to

be able to assess the number of locomotives required for goods

traffic.

 For passenger traffic the statistics of km run per locomotive in

use on passenger services per day is available. Both the

statistics are conveniently used to obtain the total number of

locomotives in use for the envisaged levels of traffic year wise

for goods and passenger services.



 Another alternative for arriving at the number of

locomotives for passenger services is to draw the

locomotive links and work out the requirements.

 To arrive at the number of bare requirement of

locomotives, additional ones required for multiple

heading should also be added. To this bare necessity,

ineffective percentage of locomotives (also taken from

the Railway‟s statistics), is added to cater for repairs

and maintenance.



 The production units of Diesel locomotives Works.

Varanasi and Chittaranjan locomotive Works, maintain the

cost of manufacture of the WDM2 and WAM4 types of

locomotives respectively as these locomotives are under

regular production by them. The latest batch costs are

obtained from these Production units for the purpose of

appraisal.



 If new types of locomotives are to be used, it would be

good practice to examine the cost benefit analysis of the

new types vis-à-vis the above existing two types of a

locomotives in a separate exercise, limiting the cost

benefit study for electrification of section to the use of

WDM2 and WAM4 types of diesel and electric

locomotives, their statistics of operation being adequately

available on Indian Railways, while those for the new

types would be only subjected to assessment based on

their specifications of maintenance and operation.



Norm Source Remarks 

Gross tonne km per route km per annum Railway‟s

statistics

For both types 

of traction

Net tonne km per locomotive in use per 

day on goods traffic
-do- -do-

Locomotive km per loco in use per day 

on passenger traffic 
-do- -do-

• Norms required for project appraisal and their sources lists

of the norms required for working out the cost benefit

analysis and the sources from which they are extracted.



Norm Source Remarks 

Ineffective percent of locomotives

on repairs & maintenance
-do- -do-

Engine km to train engine km -do- -do-

Fuel/electric energy consumption

per 1000 gross tonne km separately

for goods, express and stopping

passenger services

-do- -do-

Consumption of lubricant per engine

km
-do- -do-



Norm Source Remarks 

Cost of fuel, energy and lubricants

From latest costs as applicable at the

point of supply obtained from the

Railway, inclusive of taxes, Duty

and cost of transport for each type.

Cost of Diesel locomotives from

diesel locomotive production

units

Latest batch costs obtained 

Cost of Diesel Power from Diesel

locomotive Production units
Latest batch cost from 

Cost of Shed repairs per engine

km

Railway‟s statistics For both types of 

traction

Cost of POH per locomotive per

annum
-do- -do-



Cost of repairs & Maintenance of : 

a) Traction Distribution 

assets

-do- For electrical Traction 

only per TKM basis 

b)   Telecommunication abstracted for 

electric traction on 

per route km

-do-

c)   Other electrical assets at 3% of cost of 

works
-do-

d)   Civil engineering 

assets

at 2 % of cost of 

works
-do-

Cost of locomotive 

operation
Railway‟s statistics For diesel & electric 

traction



 A realistic time schedule of cash outflow is required to be

taken into account for calculation of the “Present Worth”

of the project. Experience has shown that 4 years are

required to complete a project from commencement and

cash outflow period five years. Following percentage of

cash outflow per year may be assumed for an

electrification project.



First year 5%

Second year 20%

Third year 40%

Fourth year 30%

Fifth year 5%

Total 100%

• Accordingly the discounting of the cash outflow

commences from the second year of the project.



• The discounted terminal value of the assets at the end of

30 years of operation is created to the project as cash

inflow in the calculation of the DCF.

• In calculating the terminal value the rate of depreciation is

taken on „straight line‟ and the life of the assets taken as

provided in paragraphs 971, 981, 718 and 719 of Indian

Railways General code. The life given in the Code for

some important assets is given in Table on next slide:.



Assets Life in year

Diesel locomotives 36 

Power pack for diesel locomotives 18 

Electric Locomotive 35 

Electrical fittings, office furniture 20 

Cables, S&T works, Preliminary works, Plant 

Equipment and loco shed machinery

30

Overhead power lines, Permanent way Ballast, station 

Machinery & OHE contact wire 

40 

Buildings 50 

OHE (excluding contact wire), Bridgework, and 

fencing Land 

60 Indefinite 



Statement of Cash Flows and internal Rate of Return of the 

Project

• The cash flows for the two types of traction are now worked

out. The statement of cash flows which should be worked

out year wise are given in the table below :

Statement of Cash Flows

Item Type of Traction Remarks

Diesel Electric

a) Cost of Works Loco sheds and 

Fuelling points

Electrification 

including loco 

Sheds 

Basis: Cost 

estimates & 

time Schedule



Item Type of Traction Remarks

Diesel Electric

b) Cost of new 

Locomotives

Locomotives 

& Power 

packs

Locomotives Basis: year 

wise traffic 

projections

c) Cost of diesel fuel & 

electricenergy 
Yes

Yes -do-

d) Cost of lubricants
Yes

Yes -do-

e)  Cost of operation
Yes

Yes -do-

f) Cost of running 

repairs and POH of 

locomotives

Yes

Yes -do-



Item Type of Traction  Remarks

Diesel Electric

g) Cost of repairs & 

maintenance of

i) Traction 

distribution 

ii) Signal & Telecom. 

iii) Civil Engineering 

iv) Electrical 

Engineering

None Yes As per norms   

mentioned 



Item Type of Traction  Remarks

Diesel Electric

h) Residual value of 

assets   

- Locomotives &       

power packs      

- Fixed assets,      

Electrical and S&T

Yes

None

Yes

Yes

as per 

established 

norms-do-



• Having worked out the year wise cash flows for each type

of traction on a spread sheet, two exercises may be done as

follows:

a) The present value of each of the cash flows is worked

out by multiplying the total cash flow in a year by the

appropriate discounting factor relevant to the year at the

minimum acceptable rate of discount (12%). The total

of all the discounted cash flows for each type of

traction is found out.



From this total of the cash outflows the present worth of

the terminal value of the assets is deducted giving one

value of present worth of Electric traction and another

for diesel traction The figures are compared, if the value

of present worth of cash outflow for electric traction is

found to be less than or equal to that of diesel traction

the electrification project is considered viable.

b) The internal Rate of Return (IRR) of the electrification

projects is found out. If the IRR is found to be equal or

more than the minimum acceptable rate of discount ,

the electrification project is considered viable.



Break Even Level of Traffic Density

• In the previous paragraph the method to obtain the IRR

of a project at a given level of traffic density has been

described. To obtain the level of traffic at which an

Electrification project just becomes viable, (that is the

present worth of the two type of traction equalize)

following exercise is done:



• The tales of cash flows discounted at the minimum

acceptable rate of discount (12%) for the two types of

tractions are bifurcated in two parts. In the first part , called

LINE COSTS, the present worth of all the fixed assets viz

capital, repairs, maintenance and operation of traction

distribution, signaling and telecommunication, are totalled.

These costs remain independent of traffic level. The second

part called HAULAGE COSTS contain the present worth

for capital costs of locomotives and power packs and the

cost of locomotives operation (fuel, lubricant and staff), and

their shed repairs and POH costs.



• This cost is for the envisaged level of traffic. Haulage costs

are assumed to vary linearly with the volume of traffic,

being zero for no traffic. This gives two values of the cost

of traction under each type of traction viz.

At traffic level of traction Present worth of cost

1 ) Zero Line costs

2 ) As envisaged for the project Line costs + haulage costs



Present worth of minimum acceptable 

Rate of discount for type of traction

Costs Electric Diesel

a. Line costs 

i) Costs of Works 

ii) Cost of maintenance 

of traction distribution 

Signal & telecom & 

Civil and electrical 

Assets 

iii) Residual value of 

assets                               

A 

B

(-) C

M    

N 

(-) O  

Components of line and haulage costs



Present worth of minimum acceptable Rate of 

discount for type of traction

Costs Electric Diesel

b. Haulage costs 

i) Cost of locomotives & 

Power packs

ii) Cost of loco operation 

Fuel/energy 

iii) Lubricants 

iv) Staff 

v) Loco repairs & maintenance 

- Residual value of 

Locomotive

E 

F 

G 

H 

I

(-) J

Q 

R 

S       

T 

U

(-) V

Total of (b)                               E+F+G+H+I+J = K Q+R+S+T+U+V = W

Components of line and haulage costs



• A graph can now be drawn with ordinate as the present

worth of traction and traffic density as the abscissa. One

straight line for each type of traction is drawn connecting the

value of present worth at zero and the envisaged levels of

traffic. The traffic density level at the point of intersection of

the two curves, at which the two present worth for diesel

traction and the electric traction are equal, is the break even

level of traffic. The graph shown in Fig. diagrammatically

indicates how to work out the break even level of traffic.



BREAK EVEN LEVEL OF TRAFFIC BETWEEN ELECTRIC AND DIESEL TRACTION

FIG. 1.6.1
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• The above exercise is for a traffic density t . The break even

level of traffic density t b is now found from a graph

representing the points on straight lines of the two types of

traction found the following :

Traffic Density Cost of traction for

Electric Diesel

None (O) D P

tf D + K P + W

• The tb is the level of traffic at which the two straight lines

intersect.



S.N. Description Cost of works by different Engineering disciplines

Civil Electrical S&T Total

1. Earthwork 20.01 --- --- 20.01

2. Permanent way 146.08 --- --- 146.08

3. Buildings 541.34 --- --- 541.34

4. Residential Qtrs. 160.21 --- --- 160.21

5. General Elect. --- 113.26 --- 113.26

Module Cost of Tughlakabad Electric Loco shed

(All figures in lakhs of rupees)



6. OHE --- 113.32 --- 113.32

7. M & P __ 464.80 __ 464.80

8. Telecom __ __ 76.85 76.85

Total 867.64 710.38 76.85 1654.87

S.N. Description Cost of works by different Engineering disciplines

Civil Electrical S&T Total



SN. Module Unit
Quantity General  Cost Discipline wise  Total

Charges  Civil  Elect  S&T      Per unit

1. Electrical

a)  OHE       

i)   Regulated 

ii)  unregulated 

iii) tramway, regulated

Km

km 

km

b) Return conductor km

c)  Booster Transformer unit 

Stations 

d)   Traction substations unit

f)  Yard Remodelling sidings, 

X-overs
Km

Railway Electrification

Proforma to Abstract Unit Costs of Activities
(Cost in lakhs of rupees)



SN. Module Unit
Quantity General  Cost Discipline wise    Total

Charges   Civil  Elect  S&T         Per unit

g)  Remote Control 

i.   Center

ii.  Controlled posts

unit 

unit

h)  Payments to Power Supply 

Authorities
L.S

i)  Modifications to Rail way ‟s 

Power Supply System 
L.S.

j)  Modifications to Power Line 

Crossings
unit

k) Auxiliary Transformer Stations unit

I)  New Power Supply Arrangement L.S.



SN. Module Unit
Quantity General  Cost Discipline wise   Total

Charges  Civil  Elect  S&T        per unit

2. Civil Engineering 

a) Loco shed unit

b) Loco outstation shed unit

c) Staff quarters unit

d) Maintenance Depots: 

i)  Traction Distribution

ii)  Telecommunication

Unit

Unit

e)  Modifications to structures to suit 

ac traction:    

i)    Heavy overline . 

ii)   Tunnels                            

iii)  Light including screens, 

height gauges etc.

unit 

m 

L.S.

f)  Yard Re-modelling sidings, X-

overs

km



SN. Module Unit
Quantity General  Cost Discipline wise   Total

Charges  Civil  Elect  S&T        per unit

3. Signalling Works 

a)   New Color light Signals 

i) Way side Stations

ii)  Large Stations

Unit 

Unit

b)  Track circuits: 

i)  On new Concrete sleepers 

ii) On existing wooden sleepers 

km 

km

c)  Modifications to interlocking and 

station equipment: 

i)   Way side stations

ii)  At large stations. 

- cabins                          

- Panel interlocking                     

- Route Relay interlocks                 

- any other system 

unit 

unit 

unit

unit

unit



SN. Module Unit
Quantity General  Cost Discipline wise   Total

Charges  Civil  Elect  S&T        per unit

4. Telecommunication  Works 

a)  Telecom cable km

b)  Microwave patching unit

c)  Emergency Telephone & 

wireless
unit

d)  Payment to DOT for their 

protective works . 
L.S

5.
Miscellaneous Works Temporary 

sheds sidings etc. . 
L.S

6.

Total  cost

Route 

Track 

km 

km



1. The discounted cash flow technique (DCF) gives a figure,

known as its „Present Worth‟ which is a measure of

profitability. By comparing this figure of Present Worth

between two projects their relative profitability can be

assessed. To obtain this value, a „life‟ for the project is

assumed. For Railway electrification Projects this is taken

as 35 years, comprising of 5 years of construction and 30

years at it‟s operation.



During this life, annual cash flows are estimated : both;

outflows, on account of capital investment of the project

Initially, and subsequently on account of its operation and

maintenance and replacement of depreciated assets; and

inflow on account of the accruing due to the project. The

sum of the annual cash flows are discounted at appropriate

rate of discount applicable for the year in which the cash

flow occurs. These values are found from the table of

present value of one unit (one Rupee) at different rates of

discount for future years .



The residual value of the assets is calculated at the end of

the project life. This is multiplied with the discount factor

for the terminal year of the project and is considered as the

cost cash Inflow at the end of the project life. The stream

of annual discounted cash flows are now added together.

This total of the annual discounted values of cash flows is

the Present Worth of the project. Taking outflow as

negative cash flow and inflow as positive, larger the value

of the Present Worth, better is the return of the project. The

Present Worth, therefore, assists in choosing between two

competing projects.



The discount factor chosen is the minimum acceptable rate

at which an investment can be found profitable. The basis

for adopting discount factors for future cash flow is the

consideration that the future value of money today is less

than its worth. if an amount of Rs. 100 is required to be

spent one year from now and the bank gives an interest of

12%, then one has to find only Rs.89.30 today; if required

after two years only Rs.79.70 need to be found today. The

value of the Rupee in the ninth year would be Ps. 100 x

(0.893).



2. The algebraic expression for the Present Worth „PW‟ of

cash flow „ s ‟ in the year „ n ‟ at a discount rate of „ i‟ is

PW = s/(1+i/100).

3. Effect of inflation In discounting factor: Although inflation

has hot been considered in estimation of future cash flows

on Indian Railways, if considered appropriate this may be

taken into account. The effect of inflation is to diminish

the future value of the Rupee further. If the cost inflation

rate published by the government as „c %„ is taken into

account, the value of the Present Worth is depressed by the

some factor.



The Real Value (RV) of money realized in years in future

due to inflation is given by the expression:

RV = s/ ( 1 + c /100 )

The real rate of discount ` r ‟ is a combination of both the

factors i.e. rate of discount and inflation. This is given by

the expression:

( 1+ r ) = ( 1 + c ) ( 1 + r )



For example the rate of Interest prevailing is 8% and the

rate of Inflation is 7% then the discount rate „ r „ chosen is

given by the expression:

(1+ r) = (1 + 8/100)(1 + 7/100) = 1.156

or. „ r ‟ should be 15.6%.



4. Table A.16.1 gives values of discount factors of Rupee 1

from 5% to 25% for a period covering from one year to 20

years. To obtain the internal Rate of Return (IRR) of a

project, the annual cash flows are multiplied by trial

discount factors and in each case the Present Worth found

out. The discount factor of which the Present Worth

becomes zero is the IRR of the project. However in public

spending or infrastructural development, where pure profit

Is not the main motive, all projects which have positive

Present Worth at the minimum acceptable discount rate are

considered worthy of being taken up for execution,



5. For Railway Electrification Projects, as the cost of diesel

traction is compared with that for electric traction, only

cash outflows for both the types of traction are considered,

the common costs being omitted from the assessment. This

greatly simplifies the cost benefit analysis and identifies

the incremental benefit for the type of traction for the

traffic anticipated.



• In working out the cost benefit analysis (CBA) for

Railway Electrification there have been occasionally

suggestions to refine the methodology through adopting

more „realistic‟ data. The reasons why such refinements

are not adopted are discussed here.



1. Cost of Electric and Diesel Locomotives:

It has been suggested that in working out the CBA, cost of

new electric locomotives, but of old diesel locomotives,

which actually run over the section should be taken against

the existing practice of taking cost of new locomotives for

both the scenarios in CBA. Prima facie the argument

appears logical but in the present state is fallacious. Indian

Railways with various levels of traffic on their network,

continue to add to their fleet of diesel and electric

locomotives on additional traffic and on replacement

account.



As long as routes exist with level of traffic, which lie above

the break even level, it can be argued that for the study on an

incremental basis, new locomotives would be run on the

section for both the scenarios. However, when a stage is

reached as routes get electrified, that on energisation of a

section there would be premature surrender of diesel

locomotives, the extra capital cost of premature ordering of

electric locomotive may have to be considered in the CBA.



In other words at the stage of ordering new locomotives a

study of the traffic density of the routes should be made to

assess whether the highest traffic density routes will be more

profitably run with new diesel or with new electric

locomotives and the mixed of diesel and electric locomotives

on additional or on replacement account ordered on such an

Overall consideration. Accordingly, in the current situation

when there is a continued production of new diesel

locomotives, it is logical to consider new locomotives in the

CBA for both the scenarios, while considering electrification

of a section.



2. Norms for fuel and electric energy consumption:

It is suggested that the norms adopted for specific

fuel/energy consumption (litre or kwh per 1000 gross

tonne km), being a sensitive norm, should be taken as

applicable for the section under consideration, averages

as available in the Railways statistics should not be taken.

The suggestion is valid, but for its impracticability, cost

in conducting actual trials, and its limitations nullifying

the efforts towards greater accuracy. Electrification

having been taken up over be considered reliable.



For electric locomotives, one will have to be content with trail

with locomotives fitted with energy meters only on a

electrified section. This it self is likely to bring to the study an

element of doubt in the norm so established. Such a project,

lasting months, would be worthwhile if it could give a greater

accuracy affecting significantly the study. A special study

may, however, be called for electrification proposed for an

unusual section having, heavy gradients, when incurrence of

cost for extended trials for fuel consumption norm maybe

justified. Over the routes, which are likely, to be taken up for

electrification in foreseeable future such a situation is not

likely to arise. In view of a number of variables computer

studies are also not likely to be adequate.



3. Loss of line capacity during Electrification:

It has been suggested that the loss of line capacity during

electrification should be quantified as cash outflow in the

CBA for electrification. However, in such a situation it

has to be assumed that the line capacity would have been

actually used. Further , it is also to be considered that

improved infrastructure associated with electrification

would obviate need for some line capacity works, which

would then logically go towards credit to electrification.



Delaying line capacity works including electrification till

the route gets saturated should be avoided as the very

work expected to ameliorate the condition of saturation

would hinder its implementation. Such a question

complicates the issues by rising hidden costs and makes it

difficult to quantify the benefits objectively.



• First step for determining the IRR is to calculate present

worth of two options viz. Diesel Traction and Electric

Traction for two trial discount rates, the trial rates being so

chosen that in one case the value of differences of present

worth of electric traction (say Er) and present worth of

diesel traction (Dr) is positive and in other case, negative.

• With reference to Fig. 1.6.5A.1 below.
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FIG. 1.6.5A.1

at trial rate of discount I1 ,  Er 1 > Dr 1, and

at trial rate of discount . I2, Er 2 < Dr 2

the IRR is the rate at which Er = Dr 



1. A proposed capital investments are subject test for

profitability. While for a commercial organization the main

aim is to maximize profits, investments on national level is

subject test for benefit to the society. The economic analysis

focuses on welfare of the public as opposed to purely

financial profit. Analysis on DCF is adopted for both the

analyses. For economic analyses, the cost figures employed

are slightly different, being net of duties and taxes and altered

to take in account the economic factors: and the discount

factors are also different being dependent on public spending.



2. For Indian Railway which is subject to scrutiny by the

Parliament of its Contribution for the general Revenues of

the Government of India. Financial remunerativeness of

its capital expenditure is essential. But since the Indian

Railway constitute a major infrastructure for the Nation,

its major projects also need to be examined for Social

Costs and benefits on Economic Analysis. Such projects

are New Lines, Gauge conversion, electrifications or

Major investments in workshop or Production Units. If a

project, on economic analysis also, is found adequately

remunerative, it is considered fit for approval.



• In the economic analysis following constitute the basic

consideration for acceptability of a project The Project

should:

a) Help increase in aggregate consumption of the public.

b) Help redistribute wealth through increase in

consumption by the poorest classes

c) Help provide training in skills and vocation and

increase employment.

d) Aid ecology and balance of nature.



e) Help conserve scarce resource such as fossil fuels.

f) Help in achieving self reliance to the Nation

g) Help improve economy of a favoured group or an area

or be in line with the avowed policy of the

Government.

h) Use a technology which can be sustained and maintain.

i) Provide Consumer‟s surplus.



4. Externalities : There are some considerations which are

pervasive but cannot be imparted an appropriate value for

inclusion in the cost benefit analysis. Such considerations

are called externalities and at times may favoured taking

up a project. For example, provision of electrically

operated commercial rail services may, by reducing road

traffic through the city, result in reduce pollution and

congestion yielding improved health and reduced

accidents in the city in addition to the quantified benefits.

These advantages are externalities. There may also be

negative internalities though risk of thefts of OHE, which

may result in traffic dislocations or need to police them.

While carrying out the economic analysis the externalities

also need to be examined in a narrative form.



5. Inputs for Economic Analysts:

The algebraic equation for economic analysis can be

expressed as:

Social gains = Social benefits - Social costs

In other words the present day consumption sacrificed by the

public by choosing a project for future benefit is in the real

sense the social cost of the project. Accordingly the economic

study for Railway electrification uses costs which are adjusted

from the market costs as follows :

a) Prices adopted are net of taxes and duties which are in the

nature of transfer payments. Market prices do not

represent true costs.



b) Tradeable commodities in which the country is net

importer are valued at their C.I.F. prices.

c) Electric energy and diesel oil are valued at cost including

delivery costs at the nominated point on the Railway

Network. The cost of electricity is, the cost of production

and not the cost charged by the Power Supply

Authorities.

d) Cost of residential quarters, being In the nature of a social

obligation is not taken in to account.



e) Shadow Pricing is resorted to in order to give due

importance to the most desirable features of the project,

such as,

i) Foreign exchange may be given a premium of say

15% to 20% to denote its scarcity value

ii) Fossil liquid fuels and metals such as copper which

are considered to be exhaustible in not too distant

future may be given a further premium of say, 10 to

15%.



iii) Creation of employment opportunities in a country

having chronic unemployment being most desirable,

labour cost of the project may be taken at a lower

value, say of 60% of the prevailing market rate.

6. The comparison between economic and financial cost

benefit analysis is given below



Item Cost Benefit Analysis 

Financial Economic 

a) Method of appraisal                                                          DCF DCF 

b) Gain Commercial Social 

c) 
Evaluation

On market costs On modified costs

d)
Rate of Discount of 

capital
On market cost

high when capital is scare 

i.e. postponement of 

consumption to the public  

causes severe hardship.



Item
Cost Benefit Analysis 

Financial Economic 

e) Choice of project
That which gives 

maximum profit.

That which gives maximum 

benefit to public

f) Shadow Pricing Not applicable
Adopted to high light desirable 

features to national economy.







The Project Report for Railway Electrification should be

uniform in chapters and contents. This ensures clarity and

assists comparison with other Railway Electrification project

reports. It also ensures that neither any important item is left

out nor is it bulked with matter not relevant to the subject. The

report should consist of two Volumes covering details as give

on next slides:



Volume -I

 The details of the Project; the construction works

proposed, the operation and maintenance facilities being

set up, the cost estimates and the cost benefit analysis. It

should include the details of construction organization, the

construction machinery and transport vehicles and the

construction depots to be set up

 It should indicate the assets being created, the operation

and maintenance organisation required on commissioning,

the major maintenance and emergency equipment and

vehicles to be provided for maintenance.



Volume -II

 Drawings covering the sectioning diagrams of stations

and yards, the General Supply Diagram, the EHV

transmission system of the State Electricity Authorities

relevant to the supply of power from normal and

emergency sources; Facilities to be provided for operation

and maintenance of electric traction services, the

organisation charts for construction and for maintenance.



Annexure may contain records of important decision taken

with different authorities such as finalisation of location of

electric loco shed, the traction power supply points, and the

section to be provided with booster transformer and return

conductors as well as the decision to include nominated

remodelling works in the electrification designs or to

execute them. The reference and authority to the norms and

costs taken for the cost benefit analysis should be included

in the annexure.



The chapters of volume should be organised as

below:

Chapter-I - Highlights of the Project

 It should contain general highlights of the project done

with the route map, special features if any, the importance

of the route to Indian Railways and the advantage, the

Electrification is expected to give to the Railways.



The chapter should include briefly the highlights of the

contents of the different chapters of the report as executive

summary. It should include

 Traffic, existing and forecast through about next 15 years.

 The forecast of locomotives required and their basis.

 The extent of wiring to be done in yards, at stations and

for the private sidings

 Description of the terrain, extent of stretches within

„exposed‟ and „polluted‟ zones, gradients and type of soil.



 Power supply arrangements finalised with Supply

authorities.

 Remote control and emergency control arrangements

 Provision of electric locomotives sheds and outstation

maintenance facilities.

 Routing of ODCs, special restrictions to their movement,

if any.

 Remodelling and doubling works under progress, or

sanction and the extent to which to be taken in account in

designs of OHE.



 Sections to be provided with booster transformers and

return conductors.

 Sections to be provided with 2 X 25 kV AT system.

 Existing signalling system and works to be done

 Details of Telecommunications cables, size and

specifications, to be provided, additional circuits to be

introduced.

 Total cost of the Project, major advantages accruing to the

Railways as a result of the project and the IRR expected.



 The time schedule for completion of the project.

 Important technological advancements and/or

economy majors introduced.



 It should contain the details of traffic forecast figures and

the basis for arriving at the figures. The assumption made

should be recorded. It should, inter alia contain the

following:

• Existing goods and passenger traffic,

• Forecast of traffic for next 15 years and its basis,

• Forecast of special type of trains such as long haul goods or

super fast trains, passenger trains

• Assessment of locomotives required for goods and

passenger services and their basis.

Chapter-II- Traffic Survey



• Topography of the terrain, rivers, bridges and tunnels, and

the ruling gradient.

• Track structure, plans for its upgradation.

• Important civil engineering works to be taken up for -

a) Locomotive shed,

b) Remote control Centre,

c) Service buildings,

Chapter III : Civil Engineering, Containing :



d) Staff quarters,

e) Yard remodelling and slewing of track,

f) Open line civil engineering construction works and their

coordination with electrification works,

g) Works of improvements to clearances to overline

structures, through girder bridges, tunnels, water columns

and platform shelters to suit 25 kV ac traction clearances.

h) Important technological advances and economy measures

proposed to be adopted.



Chapter IV: Electrical Engineering, containing:

• Designs of the system adopted, whether conventional 25 kV

A.C., or with BT and RC, or 2x25 kV AC AT system or any

other system,

• Designs of OHE adopted and its basis,

• Design of Power Supply equipment,

• Designs of Remote Control system adopted.

• Arrangement made for traction power supply, its reliability and

arrangements for emergency power supply from electricity

authorities and from the adjacent electrified sections.



• Tariff negotiated on power supply, means to be provided

to overcome the penal provisions,

• Maintenance facilities for electric locomotives.

• Maintenance facilities for OHE, PSI and Remote Control,

their locations and provision of road and rail emergency

and maintenance vehicles

• Technological improvements and economy measures

introduced.



Chapter V: Signal Engineering, containing:

Existing Signals, and the proposed colour light signals,

• Signalling works proposed at major stations and yards.

• Modifications proposed for train passing block Instruments,

• Existing Interlocking and their proposed modifications,

• Existing track circuits, their proposed modifications and

new track circuits proposed (giving track km to be

resleepered with concrete sleepers for the purpose)



• The programme of work indicating the programmne of non

interlock working at stations.

• Maintenance facilities to be provided for the new

Installations,

• Important technological improvements and economy

measures proposed.



Chapter VI: Telecommunication Engineering, 

containing:

• System of telecommunications proposed, size of the cable,

location of the repeater stations,

• Additional traction control circuits to be introduced

• Emergency Control Telephones

• New administrative telephones , additional local exchanges,

and trunk lines to be added for the electric traction service.



• Maintenance facilities for the new telecommunications

Installation.

• Technological Improvements and economy measures

proposed.



Chapter VII: The Construction Organization:

• Administrative set up.

• The scheme of work, time schedule as worked out through

Critical path Method / Programme Evaluation and Review

Technique (CPM/PERT).

• The field organisation, department wise, and programme of

work of each discipline covering, in addition:-

• Electrical: location of contractor‟s depots requirement for

construction equipment, and programme of traffic blocks

for work.



• Civil Engineering: programme of work on bridges and

tunnels involving traffic blocks,

• Signalling: programme of non-interlock working,

• Telecommunications: Monitoring the programme of

modifications of the DOT circuits and removal of their

overhead crossings

• Scheme of Coordination internal and external to the project

organization and of periodic review of progress of Works.



Chapter VIII: The Maintenance Organisation

• It should contain the recommended maintenance and

operating organisation for the electrical and signal &

telecommunications discipline for the assets created based

on approved yardsticks and current usage on open line

organisation.



Chapter VIII: The Maintenance Organisation

• It should contain the recommended maintenance and

operating organisation for the electrical and signal &

telecommunications discipline for the assets created based

on approved yardsticks and current usage on open line

organisation.



Chapter IX: Financial Appraisal

 It should contain details of cost estimates, the norms and

the sources and authority for the norms adopted.

Following details should be included:

• Basis of the cost estimates.

• Norms adopted for CBA, their source and authority

• Cost Estimates for the work,

• Cash outflow year wise for



• Construction phase, and

• Operation and maintenance phase.

• DCF Tables,

• IRR of the Project and break even level of traffic,

• Sensitivity Analysis,

• Unit and „Module‟ costs, cost per route and track km, cost

discipline wise and activity wise.

• Comparison of the costs and cost break up with those of

recently completed projects or those nearing completion,



 The volume II should contain the following drawings and

charts:

• The sectioning diagram,

• The General Supply Diagram

• Grid Substation interconnection diagram of Power

Supply Authority,

• Telecommunication Cable tapping diagram,



• Location of OHE, PSI and Remote Control

maintenance depots

• Location of Telecommunications maintenance depots

• Maintenance organisation charts for:

• OHE,

• PSI & Remote control,

• Electric locomotives,

• Signalling,



• Telecommunications.

• Operating organisation chart for:

• Remote Control,

• Traction locomotive Control,

• CPM/PERT chart for the programme of work



• ANNEXURES

Copies of policy decisions affecting Electrification works,

and of letters or minutes of the meetings containing

important decisions should be annexed, notably

a) Location of Power Supply Points, Financial

commitments made to the supply authority for

affecting the Power supply.

b) Decisions regarding freezing yard remodelling works

and/or future works to be taken in design of

Electrification works.



c) Source/ authority for the norms and costs adopted for

estimates and for working out the CBA,

d) Decisions in regard to modifications of heavy over

head lines structures agreed to by the open line,

• Any other policy issues vital to the project.







 When electric traction is to be introduced for the first

time or extended to new sections on a Railway,

considerable additional responsibility devolves,

particularly on the Electrical Deptt. To discharge these

responsibilities, it is essential to have a clear programme

of action to be taken in the final stages of completion to

ensure that:

1. The works carried out departmentally and by

contractors are of high standards.



2. The organization for running the services will be

ready by the time the sections are commissioned.

3. As and when installations are energized on 25 kV,

they are taken over promptly and operated

efficiently.



 The intention of having electrification works carried out by

a separate organization within the Railway is to relieve the

CEE of the Open Line of the burden of detailed design,

supervision and execution of works, departmentally or

through Contractors, it is, however, essential for CEE of the

Open Line to keep himself in touch with the developments

and progress of works, so that he may take timely action

for taking over the installation on commissioning. He will

have to arrange every other things..



1. Creation of an organization, with sufficient number of

trained personnel, to take over the operation and

maintenance of the electrified section from the date of

commissioning;

2. Recruitment and training of operating and

maintenance staff;

3. Close association of Open Line Officers and staff

during the final stages of erection and adjustment

work to enable them to study the details of

installations;



4. Carrying out of detailed inspection of the works by Assistant

Officers and Senior subordinates followed by general inspection

by Senior Officers for getting all defects rectified.

5. Final tests and trials with rolling-stock;

6. „Administrative Officers‟ inspection and sanction to the

energization of substations, switching station and OHE by

Electrical inspector.

7. Final inspection of OHE and installations by CRS,

commissioning and putting into commercial service and

8. Post-commissioning work, operation and maintenance.



 The CEE of the open line railway shall set up the

organization on the following line:

(1) Create all the posts of officers and staff in accordance

with the norms and fill up at least 6 months in

advance two post of JAG Officers viz. Sr.DEE/TrD

and Sr.DEE/RS along with requisite site staff and

supervisors.



(2) When electrification is introduced for the first time on the

zonal railway, a nucleus set up at the headquarters office

should also be created.

(3) Organize a Training School at least one year in advance/ for

the training of maintenance, operation and running staff to

man the services.

(4) Recruit maintenance and operating staff and train them to man

the services, arrange for selection of running staff from steam

and diesel cadre and start their conversion training courses at

least a year prior to the date of energization, so as to position

adequate number of drivers, assistant drivers and supervisors

in time to take over the services.



(5) Position the inspectorial cadre to ensure compliance with the

requirements laid down in para 20970 of ACTM Vol-II, Part-I

station by station and to train along with Sr. DSO all the

Operating Deptt. staff.

(6) Augment the organizational set up 3 months in advance of the

date of commissioning posting additional officer and staff to

ensure detailed joint checks and rectification of defects in

time.

(7) Expedite the completion of facilities for setting up OHE and

PSI depots and workshop facilities built by the construction

unit and arrange to equip the emergency vans, OHE

Inspection Cars and other maintenance vehicle to undertake

the maintenance and operation.



(8) If a loco-shed is part of the RE project, some officers and

staff should be posted at least 6 months before the locos

are received so that they can set up the shed facilities

jointly with the construction unit, arrange for jigs,

fixtures, and other special tools, take over the major plant

and machinery such as cranes for light and heavy lifting

bays etc. and get themselves organized for the

maintenance and operation of the rolling stock.



 Having nucleus set up of key officers is an important step

which enables establishing a good rapport with, and

making full use of the resources of, the construction

organisation in creating full facilities for the open line

maintenance. Opportunity to select right type of men with

skill for different jobs from a number of source viz. direct

recruitment, other open line units and sheds, contractor's

skilled labour etc. can be taken by the officers if they are

in position in good time. This enables the change of

traction from the very first day of energization on trial

basis and increase it to a very significant level

immediately after CRS's inspection and sanction for

carriage of passenger traffic.



1. Assisted by his DEE/AEE(TrD) he will follow up with the

Construction Organization to ensure that the following

works are ready well in advance of the date of

commissioning:-

(a) Accommodation for the new Sr.DEE (TrD)'s Office

together with necessary furniture, office equipment

(b) Central Repair Shops, PSI and maintenance Depots,

and Sub-depots with necessary road and rail facilities.



(c) Full stock of spare parts, tools and plant, testing

equipment, lifting tackle, emergency vans, motor

trolleys, push trolleys, jeeps, motor trucks etc.

required for operation and maintenance.

(d) Installation of emergency power plant at the RCC.

2. He will make a detailed study of tariff for power supply

and get acquainted with officers of the power supply

authorities.



3. He will arrange for creation and timely filling up of all

posts required for operation and maintenance.

4. He will arrange for screening and conversion training of

staff expected to be rendered surplus due to electrification

and recruitment and initial training of the balance

requirement of staff.



1. Assisted by his DEE/AEE (RS) he will follow up with the

Construction Organization to ensure that the following

works are ready well in advance of the date of

commissioning:-

(a) Additional accommodation for the new Sr. DEE(RS)'s

Office together with necessary furniture, office

equipment etc.



(b) Electric loco/EMU shed and out-station maintenance depots

with all facilities like travelling crane, pits for inspection,

power supply, plug sockets, lighting, storage racks etc.

(c) Installation of the full complement of machinery, tools and

plant and testing equipment at all repair and maintenance

depots.

(d) Full stock of spare parts and arrangements for stocking them

for recurring consumption.

2. He will also arrange for sanction for necessary posts for

operation and maintenance of rolling stock.



3. He will arrange for screening and conversion training of

Steam/Diesel Drivers through all phases including their basic

theoretical and practical training in electric rolling-stock, their

learning the road and rules for operation of electric stock.

4. He will arrange for preparation of loco link diagrams and

Drivers' rosters as well as Troubleshooting Directory for

different types of rolling stock.

5. He will arrange for screening and conversion training of

maintenance staff rendered surplus due to electrification and

also recruitment and initial training of balance requirements of

staff.



The Construction Organization is responsible for the

execution and completion of works and testing,

commissioning and handing over all installations in proper

working condition to CEE of the Open Line and in

particular to ensure that-

1. The design of all installations is in accordance with

approved standards and where any departure from

accepted norms becomes necessary approval of Railway

Board/ RDSO/ CRS/ Electrical Inspector is obtained;



2. Progressing of works is done to comply with the target

dates fixed by the Railway Board and all works executed

are to a high standard;

3. Procurement of all special stores, transport vehicles

including OHE inspection cars for maintenance, tools

and plant, machinery and testing instruments and their

handing over to the Open Line in two stages the

minimum required before tests and trials followed by the

balance immediately after installation and

commissioning in done (refer ACTM Vol-II, Part-I

Appendix VI);



4. The CEE informed of all developments and in consultation

with him the programme and date for commissioning of

installations is fixed;

5. Copies of all approved drawings, specifications, contract

documents and important letters are furnished to the CEE.

Sufficient number of copies of all drawings, specifications and

manufacturer's instruction booklets should be to the Divisional

Officers concerned so that they may be distributed to the

maintenance staff. "As made drawings" or tracings

incorporating all modifications during construction,

countersigned by the Engineers of the Contractor and

construction organization are handed over to CEE of the Open

Line for safe and permanent custody;



6. Exercising necessary co-ordination with the Supply Authorities

to ensure that power supply will be made available and with the

Department of Telecommunication and /or service providers

e.g. BSNL etc so that al the works will be complete and

completion report given well in advance for enabling

energization of the lines. In event of any delay in the

completion of telecom protective works & receipt of

Completion Certificate to modified proforma 10.09 of ACTM

Vol.II (Part-I), Railway Board‟s permission may be obtained in

Proforma 10.19 of ACTM Vol.II (Part-I).

7. Complying with all the formalities connected with the

energization of all sections in accordance with the rules laid

down.



1. Energization of traction substations is the first step

towards commissioning of electric traction on a new

section of a Railway. This can be done subject to :-

a) Power Supply Authorities being ready to give power

supply;

(b) Detailed inspection of the substations, protective

equipment and connected RC equipment having been

completed and test being quite satisfactory;



(c) Full communication facilities being available;

(d) Permission for energization of the substation having

been received from CEE and Electrical Inspector to

the Railway,

2. Normally all sub-stations should be commissioned well

before the date fixed for energization of OHE for

commercial traffic use. With the sanction of CRS limited

trial runs could be undertaken after the sub-station is

commissioned.



3. On the appointed day, necessary clearance certificates should be

obtained from the Contractors, Dy. CEE(PSI), Officers of the

Supply Authority and others who were working at the substation

during the construction period, that their staff have been

withdrawn and the substation may be energized. The 25kV feeder

isolators at the sub station and feeding post ends should be

opened and locked and the 25 kV feeder conductors solidly

earthed by duplicate earths. Readings of the tariff metering

equipment should be recorded and the meters jointly sealed by

the Open Line Sr. DEE/DEE and the Officers of the Supply

Authority. After final meggering of the whole installation, all

circuit breakers and isolators are kept in the open position and the

'remote/local* switch put in the 'local' position.



Power supply may then be switched on step by step to the

transformers and bus-bars and the indications on the control

panel checked. Subject to everything being in order, operation

of the various control-gear can be checked, followed by

tripping of circuit breakers by manually closing the contacts

of the protective relays. Finally, overall confirmatory test may

be conducted of the correct tripping of circuit breakers when

dose against dead-short circuits on the 25kV bus-bar. This test

will also confirm if the settings of the grid sub-station relays

are properly co-ordinated with the settings of the traction

substation relays so that the grid substation CB's do not trip

for a fault on the 25 kV installations.



4. The two transformers may then be kept energized continuously.

An experienced supervisory official should be deputed to keep a

close watch on the equipment for the first three days, followed by

a detailed inspection after a week and then after fortnight.

Should a circuit breaker trip during the period, the cause should

be carefully investigated. The annunciator panel should be

checked to ascertain which of the relays have operated.

Occasionally the Buchholz relay may operate. A probable cause

for this when a transformer is energized for the first time is that

air bubbles which may have been entrapped between the

windings when oil is filled into the transformer tank, may get

released when the transformer gets warmed up and may operate

the Buchholz.



However, a careful check is still necessary to ascertain the

cause of every tripping.

5. 25 kV power supply may be extended up to the feeding

posts if all work on 25 kV feeders and the feeding posts

has been completed in all respects, after taking the usual

safety precautions.



1. Application shall be submitted at least a fortnight before

energization to CEE and Electrical Inspector to the

Railway for the following:-

(a) Formal approval, if not already received to the design

and layout of all high voltage equipment including

traction sub-stations, transmission lines, 25 kV feeders,

switching stations, booster stations etc.

(b) Approval for energization of HT installations

mentioned above including OHE.



2. The following documents shall accompany the

application for El's sanction.

(a) Copies for Press cuttings of the Public notification as

mentioned in para 21008 of ACTM.

(b) Certificate regarding OHE (proforma 10-03).

(c) Certificate regarding bonding and earthing (proforma

10-04).

(d) Certificate regarding safety instructions and

precautionary measures (proforma. 10-05).



(e) Certificate by DRM regarding safety precautions

(proforma 10-06).

(f) Copies of insulation resistance test results of OHE.

(g) Insulation test results values for auxiliary and booster

transformers.

(h) Test results for equipment in switching stations and

sub-stations and their safety certificates, If earlier

sanction for the energizing this is not obtained

separately.



(i) Completion Certificate for protective works from

Deptt. of Telecommunication/Telecom service Provider

e.g. BSNL, etc. In the event of DOT‟s delay in the

issuance of the Completion Certificate to modified

proforma 10.09 of ACTM Vol.II (part-I), Railway

Board‟s permission may be obtained in proforma 10.19

(j) Any other data, test results and certificates required by

the Electrical inspector.

The sanction of the Electrical inspector may be issued in

the proforma 10-07.



3. Whenever it is necessary to check the satisfactory

completion of work. EIG after satisfying himself may

authorize temporary energisation of the OHE for

undertaking OHE proving runs, testing of protective

relays and other measures to ensure safety.



1. A notification indicating the intention to energize

completed section/s of OHE, a month in advance of the

approximate date on which the line is expected to be

energized, will have to be issued to the following:-

(a) The Press.

(b) The CRS and CEE and Electrical Inspector.



(c) General Manager, Chief Operating Manager, Chief

Engineer/Construction, Chief Commerdal Manager, Chief

Mechanical Engineer, Chief Signal and Telecommunication

Engineer, Chief Security Officer and Divisional Railway

Managers concerned.

(d) Power Supply Authorities.

(e) Posts & Telegraphs Department.

(f) Field Officers of Railway Electrification.

(g) OHE Contractors

(h) Government Railway Police.



The notification shall be issued in the proforma 10-01

appended.

2. Notification regarding level crossing gauges:

At least a month in advance of the energization of a

section, a notification in the proforma 10-02 appended

shall be issued by the concerned Railway for the safety of

public and vehicles using level crossings. This notification

shall be published in local papers and also in the Gazettes

of Railways and State Govt.



3. Notification for particular section to be energized:

At least a fortnight in advance of the probable date of

energization, a notification in the proforma 10-01 shall

be Issued by the field unit of RE construction, notifying

all concerned of the energization of the relevant portion

of the section.



 Prior to introduction of services with Electric Traction on any

section following certificates and documents are prerequisite:

(a) General safety certificate of works, signed by field level

SAG/SG/JAG Officer directly incharge of the Railway

Electrification works.

(b) Safety certificate for electrical works, signed by field level

Electrical officer of SAG/SG JAG rank from the

organisation undertaking the electrification works and

countersigned by CEE (Open Line) in acceptance thereof.



(c) Safety certificate in respect of electrical rolling stock

signed by CEE,CME,COM,PCE & CSTE of the Open

line Railways

(d) Certificate issued by Divisional officers and

countersigned by DRM as per proforma 10.05

(e) Copies of SWR which have been distributed to the

various Station masters.



1. The inspection of the entire section will be carried out by means

of an OHE Inspection car by CRS along with CEE or his HODs,

Chief Project Manager (CPM)/RE along with their concerned

officers and the concerned Divisional Officers. During this

inspection particular attention is paid to the safety and operational

aspects of the train movements and that staff are in possession of

statutory rule books, Instructions Book, Registers, forms etc. and

that transportation, Electrical, P-Way and S&T staff are fully

acquainted with their duties after ac traction is Introduced. CRS

may issue sanction to energize the OHE and authorise trial runs

with light electric locomotive as well as a few goods trains.



2. Wide publicity through the Press and posters given earlier

would keep the public fully Informed about the proposal to

electrify the lines and warned to danger of live OHE. The

Station Masters should, never-the-less, advise and warn all

passengers of the danger of 25kV OHE and not allow them to

ride on the roofs of coaches. All Diesel and Steam engine

Drivers should also be advised that they should, under no

circumstances, climb over engines or tenders when they are

under the OHE, as they will endanger their lives by coming

close to the live OHE. Train watering staff should also be

cautioned so that they may not inadvertently climb on the

carriages, by old habit.



Energization of OHE:

3. On the appointed day and hour, all concerned will assemble either at

a feeding post or at the RCC assuming it has already been

commissioned. The entire energization operation shall be carried out

under one Senior Electrical Officer who will be nominated for the

purpose. He will first collect the following Clearance Certificates:-

(a) Certificate from Contractors working on OHE, switching

stations, booster transformer stations, RC and also from other

agencies whose staff were engaged on construction works, to

the effect that their men have been withdrawn from work, that

they have been warned that installations would be energized and

that no work be done thereafter without obtaining a permit-to-

work.



(b) Joint Certificate by the RE and Open Line Sr. DEEs stating

that they have withdrawn their staff and warned them as

above and that the installation has been jointly inspected and

is fit for energization and also that due precautions have been

taken to protect contiguous sections where men may be

working.

(c) Certificate Issued by S&T Officers that their work has been

completed and the OHE can be charged at 25 kV ac.

(d) Certificate of the CEE and Electrical Inspector of the Railway

permitting energization.



(e) Sanction of the CRS permitting operation of ac rolling-stock

and energization of the OHE.

(f) Certificate of clearance from DOT for energisation of OHE;

provided further that no such clearance shall be necessary In

cases of additions and alterations to traction installations on

existing electrified routes where CEE and EIG Is satisfied

that the amount and nature of traction energy transmitted in

the system as a whole, will remain unaltered. Standard forms

for issue of typical certificates and notification mentioned in

this chapter are appended at the end of this Chapter.



4. The Senior Electrical Officer in-charge of the

energization programme will supervise the detailed

sequence of operations to switch on 25 kV supply

progressively, step by step, starting with 25 kV feeders

from the sub-station to the feeding post, bus bars of the

feeding post, followed by one sub-sector after another

until the whole section Is energized. It is best to start by

keeping all circuit breakers and interrupters in the open

position so that one after the other they may be switched

on according to a prearranged programme. The merit of

this procedure is that a faulty sub-sector, if any, is

immediately identified.



Alternatively, the whole section covered by a sub-station

rnay be energized at one go. Should the feeder circuit

breaker trip, it will be necessary to identify the faulty sub-

sector and arrange for its rectification. Before

commencing energization, certain essential staff should

be kept ready at strategic locations enroute to rectify any

faults which may be detected.

5. A short time after the energization of OHE confirmatory

tests for proper operation of the protective relays as per

para 20931 shall be carried out.



1 (a) Sanction of EIG for Energisation of traction

installations including OHE shall be obtained before

application for CRS sanction is submitted and the

section offered for CRS inspection. The officers of open

line and construction/project as stipulated in “Rules for

opening of Railways” should accompany CRS during

his inspection. CRS may after his inspection issue

sanction for introduction of services including passenger

services on electric traction.



(b) For introduction of only goods services on electric

traction in a section, CRS on receipt of application for

sanction may at his discretion decide not to inspect the

section and issue sanction for introduction of only goods

services on electric traction based on sanction of EIG for

energisation of electric traction installations and other

documents submitted with CRS application as stipulated

in “Rules for opening of Railways”.



 Sometimes it may not be possible to energize the entire length

between two neutral sections served by a sub-station, but it is

still desirable to resort to progressive energization of one sub-

sector after another as an anti-theft measure keeping pace with

the completion of work by the Contractors. In such cases of

partial energization, it is essential to take special precautions

to protect men who may be working on the OHE on sections

adjacent to the energized section. This is ensured by

maintaining at all times two disconnections in the OHE

between the working party and the live OHE.



 The disconnection may be either an insulated overlap or an

isolator or two sections Insulators in series on the contact

wires with corresponding isolation of the catenary. This

double protection is necessary to provide for the possibility,

however remote, of an overlap span becoming short-circuited

because of a stray fault. The action to be taken is illustrated in

Fig. , which shows a single-track section but the method

applies equally to a double track section.



In the figure -

E - is the section which has already been energized.

A - is the section which is to be energized at 25 kV.

B - represents at least one adjacent OHE section on which the

entire work of adjustment. Inspection and testing has been

completed and is ready for energization. This section should be

solidly earthed by a 105 mm2 jumper between the OHE and

one of the supporting structures solidly bonded to the rails.



C - is the section beyond B on which work may go on freely

even after A is energized, since section

„C' is fully protected by two air gaps A-B and B-C and two

independent earths on B and C as shown. Section C should

also be earthed.



1. A special train comprising of an electric locomotive,

observation car in the rear and appropriate number of coaches

or inspection carriages for officers and staff and Guard's Brake

van, shall be kept ready at an appropriate location to take CRS,

CEE, CPM & HODs of RE organisation along with concerned

divisional officers of Open line and Senior Officers of RE for a

final inspection as per a prearranged programme. The officers

on the special train shall furnish whatever information/

clarification sought by CRS and CEE.



2. During this inspection CRS will particularly examine the

safety and operational aspects, inspect the rule-books,

registers in possession of staff and test the knowledge of

the staff such as engineering gangs, substation Staff,

transportation staff at stations, cabin etc.



• Subject to the trial run being satisfactory, an "all concerned

message" may be issued by the CRS communicating his

sanction for the introduction of commercial services.

• After the receipt of CRS's sanction, commercial services may

be commenced either immediately or subsequently. It is,

however, desirable wherever possible to check the

performance of the electric locomotives and OHE'for

sparkless current collection at different speeds during night

time, when hauling a fully loaded train.



• These tests may be conducted jointly be

Dy.CEE(OHE)(RE), Sr.DEE(TrD) and Sr.DEE (RS)

along with representatives of the OHE Contractor.

Defective working noticed shall be rectified as soon as

possible and on successful completion.' of the tests, a

joint certificate shall be given confirming that full

commercial working may be Introduced.



 To over come the problem of copper wire thefts, it

may sometimes be necessary to charge the

conductors at 2.2 kV. Guidelines for such charging

of OHE are given in the Appendix VII to this

Volume.



1. When a long sections is under Electrification, shorter

sub-sections are often energized as an antitheft measure.

Till such time commercial services are not introduced

after CRS's inspection and sanction, the OHE and Other

power supply and switching installations shall be

maintained by the construction organisation.



2. With the energization of the OHE and CRS's sanction and

introduction of commercial services, all electrical equipment

including sub-stations and all other connected equipment are

deemed as having been taken over by the Open Line of the

Railway and thereafter the responsibility for operation and

maintenance shall devolve on the Divisional Officers

concerned. However, in order to ensure that all works are

completed by the construction organisation, a specific

"Handing Over" procedure may be evolved by openline CEE,

CSTE & CE to bring out left over work if any; to be completed

even after Introduction of commercial services. The

construction organisation shall have such work comptetad ln a

reasonable period.



3. A letter of "provisional acceptance" shall then be issued by the

head of the Construction Organization to the various

Contractors in respect of the equipment erected and handed

over by them. Should the test results for any particular

equipment or installation be unsatisfactory, an extension may

be given to the Contractor to have the defects set right and to

hand over the installation in good condition. When this has

been done, a separate hitter of acceptance shall be issued in

respect of such equipment. The provisional acceptance

certificate shall be jointly signed by the concerned Dy.CEE of

the Railway Electrification Organization and Sr.DEE (TrD) and

Contractor's authorized representative.



1. This is defined by the terms of the contract Normally, the

Contractor of a "supply and erection“ contract guarantees

the satisfactory operation of all equipment and

installations for a period of twelve months from the date

of issue of "provisional acceptance certificate". The

contractor provides the services of an experienced

Engineer to maintain liaison with Officers of the Open

Line and the Construction Organization and help in

rectification of defects observed and investigation of



1. This is defined by the terms of the contract Normally, the

Contractor of a "supply and erection“ contract guarantees the

satisfactory operation of all equipment and installations for a

period of twelve months from the date of issue of "provisional

acceptance certificate". The contractor provides the services

of an experienced Engineer to maintain liaison with Officers

of the Open Line and the Construction Organization and help

in rectification of defects observed and investigation of

serious breakdowns of equipment, and advise on the

maintenance procedures.



The contractor is expected to bear the cost of all

modifications, additions and substitutions which may be

considered necessary due to faulty materials, design or

workmanship of the installations for which he is

responsible.



2. Most of the heavy equipment for sub-stations, switching

stations, booster stations etc. are usually obtained from

different manufacturers against a "Supply Contract". In

such cases, the usual guarantee clause provides for

suppliers responsibility for a period of 12 months from

the date of commissioning or 18 months from the date of

supply whichever is earlier. A clear record should,

therefore, be maintained of the dates of receipt of the

equipment and the dates of energization of each

equipment so that the period of responsibility of the

Contractor is clearly defined.



3. It is essential for the Electrical Officers and Supervisors

concerned to make a careful study of the contract

documents so that appropriate action may be taken as

circumstances dictate. In regard to the defects noticed

during the guarantee period the procedure to be followed

for reporting and investigation are described In the next

para.



 Although during this period the equipment is operated and

maintained by the Open Line Railway Engineers, the

procedure described below should invariably be followed

to ensure that defects noticed during the guarantee period

are rectified by Manufacturers under the Guarantee Clause.



1. Instructions issued by the manufacturers for operation and

maintenance should be strictly followed by the Railway. If any

modification is required, approval of the Manufacturers should

first be obtained. The standard Guarantee Clause provides that

the equipment shall be free from defects in material and

workmanship during manufacture. The liability of the supplier

in this respect is normally limited to the supply and Installation

of replacement parts, free of charge, and repair of defective

parts noticed during normal usage of the equipment as also

those attributed to faulty design of the equipment. If the

equipment becomes irreparable the supplier will have to

replace the same in its entirety.



2. It is essential that any defect noticed is brought to the

attention of the supplier without delay. A clear recofd of

defects and deficiencies noticed shall be entered in a register

by the Open Line Officer and the date of intimation to

supplier recorded against each item.

3. When an equipment fails, the Sr. DEE shall first make an

inspection of the equipment on the spot with the least

possible delay along-with the representative of the

Contractor. The presence of the Manufacturer's. or

Contractor's representative is essential and should be ensured

during the joint inspection to avoid disputes later on.



The defective equipment shall not be dismantled or disturbed

except with the approval of, or In the presence of, the

representative of the supplier, to avoid obliteration of any

important evidence which could help in Investigation of the

defect. After the inspection, a joint report shall be prepared

recording the relevant data such as-

(a) Full particulars of the equipment - date received and

date commissioned.

(b) Full circumstances in which failure occurred.

(c) Observations and tests made.



(d) Probable cause that could lead to the failure.

(e) Recommendations long term and short term, for

preventing such failures in future.

4. Should there be repeated failures of the same type, the

cause of failure should be investigated intensively taking

all connected factors into account such as switching

operations carried out, maintenance work done etc. These

factors should be statistically analyzed. A report on the

failure of the equipment should be sent prompt to the

supplier of the equipment endorsing a copy to the COS,

Inspection Agency, CEE and RDSO.



5. In the case of works contracts, too, the same procedure

should be followed.

6. According to the provision of the contract, in the event of.

design defects, the contractor's liability is not only, limited

to repair/replacement of the components/equipments

affected; but also to all other components In similar |

situation/ condition, even though they may not have failed

in service, have to be replaced or modified by the supplier.

This aspect needs careful study by the Sr. DEEs.



 Maintenance of a History Sheet for each major

equipment is very important as this will give a

connected account of all failures of the equipment

and particulars of repairs carried out and will be of

great help In investigating recurring failures.



 Immediately after the completion of 'the guarantee period, a

'final acceptance certificate' shall be jointly signed by the

Sr.DEE of the concerned railway and contractor's

representative and countersigned by the head of the

Construction Organization and issued to the Contractor,

provided that the terms of the Guarantee Clause have been

fulfilled. With the issue of-the final acceptance certificates, the

responsibility of the Contractor or Supplier ceases, but their

advice may still be sought where it may be considered

necessary.



S.No.                 Particulars

1 Public notification regarding energization

2 Public notification regarding level crossing

3 Joint Certificate regarding OHE by Sr.DEE(TrD).;

and Dy.CEE (OHE)/RE

4 Certificate regarding bonding and earthing

5 Joint Certificate by Divisional officers regarding

safety instructions

Proforma

10-01

10-02

10-03

10-04

10-05

Typical forms for issue of notifications and certificates are mentioned below:



S.No.                 Particulars

6 Certificate by DRM regarding safety measures

7 Sanction of CEE

8 Certificate by S&T Department

9 Clearance Certificate by DOT

10 Clearance Certificate for 25kV feeder line

11 Clearance Certificate for OHE

12 Clearance Certificate for switching station

Proforma

10-06

10-07

10-08

10-09

10-10

10-11

10-12



S.No.                 Particulars

13 Clearance Certificate for booster transformer

station

14 Clearance Certificate for DOT and works

15 Clearance Certificate by OHE Contractor

16 Clearance Certificate by switching station

Contractor

17 Clearance Certificate by Remote Control

Equipment Contractor

18 Clearance Certificate by Contractor for Booster

Transformer installation

Proforma

10-13

10-14

10-15

10-16

10-17

10-18



Notice is hereby given to all users of Railway lines and premises situated on the completed section of the under noted section of the ............

Railway that the 25000 Volt, 50 Hz., ac overhead traction wires will be energized on or after the date specified against the section. On and from

the same date the overhead traction line shall be treated as live at all times and no unauthorized person shall approach or work in the proximity of

the said overhead a' line.

Section Date

1.

2.

3.

4.

Chief Project Manager

Railway Electrification

Proforma 10-01
INDIAN RAILWAYS

"PUBLIC NOTIFICATION"

(To be published in all the leading Newspapers and local Railway Gazette in English, Hindi arid local language for one day at least a week before

the date of commissioning. Also notices to be pasted at all Railway Stations and Offices to give wide publicity).

Copy forwarded for information to:-

1. The Secretary (Railway Electrification), Railway Board, New Delhi.

2. The Commissioner of Railway Safety.

3. The Chief Electrical Engineer and Electrical Inspector.

4. All other Heads of Departments.

5. The Divisional Railway Managers of the Railway and contiguous Divisions.

6. The General Manager (DOT) Railway Electrification Project.

7. The Postmaster General,

8. The Chief Engineer, State Electricity Board.

9. The Superintendent, Government Railway Police.

10. All officers of Construction Organisation.

11. Contractors engaged in the project.

Place: Chief Project Manager

Date : Railway Electrification ;



It is notified for information of the Public that in connection with introduction of 25 kV ac

electric traction over the section.............. of the........... Railway, height gauges have been

erected at all the level crossings with clear height of 4.67m above road level with a view to

prevent loads of excessive height from coming Into contact or dangerous proximity to live

traction wire.

Public are hereby notified to observe the height specified above for the purpose of loading

vehicles and to see that the loads carried in road vehicles do not infringe the height gauges

under any circumstances.

The dangers of a load of excessive height are as follows: -

i) Danger to the height gauge and consequent obstruction to the road as well as the railway

line.

ii) Danger to the materials or equipment carried or the vehicle itself.

iii) Danger of fire and risk of life due to contact with or dangerous proximity to the conductors,

No. Chief Project Manager

Date : Railway Electrification

(To be given wide publicity through the press and posters well in advance of erection of height

gauges).

INDIAN RAILWAY

INTRODUCTION OF ac 25 RV TRACTION

"WARNING TO ROAD USERS"

Proforma 10-02



Certified that the OHE in the above mentioned section has been erected as per approved

drawings and standard specifications and there are no infringements to the Schedule of

Dimensions (including the Rules applicable for 25 kV ac traction) except when approval of

Railway Board/competent authority has been obtained. The OHE has been inspected and

found to comply with the above requirements.

Sr. DEE(TrD) Dy. CEE(OHE), RE

Place:

Date :

Proforma 10-03

CERTIFICATE REGARDING OHE



Certified that bonding and earthing of the section have been carried out as per the

"Bonding Code" and as per approved drawings.

Dy.CSTE(Signalling) Sr.DEE (TrD) Dy.CEE(OHE), RE

Place:

Date :

Proforma 10-04

CERTIFICATE REGARDING BONDING AND EARTHING



Certified that requisite instructions in connection with working on tracks and areas equipped with

25RV ac traction have been issued to all categories of staff of various departments working on

and required to work on the section.

Further, it is certified that all staff have been made fully conversant with the safety and

precautionary measures to be taken when working in the electrified areas.

Sr.DOM DSO Sr.DEN Sr.DME

Sr.DSTE Sr.DEE (G) Sr.DEE (TrD)

Countersigned

Divisional Railway Manager

.......................... Division

Proforma 10-05

CERTIFICATE REGARDING SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS AND 

PRECAUTIONARY MEASURES



I do hereby certify that:-

(i) Stations on the electrified sections between ........ have been supplied with a copy of

General and Subsidiary Rules for 25 kV ac electric traction.

(ii) Special working rules for 25 kV ac electric traction have been issued and supplied to all

stations and cabins on the electrified sections.

(iii) The staff have been advised of the necessary safety procedures and precautions as laid

down In General and Subsidiary Rules and Manual for ac Traction Maintenance.

(iv) All the sectional running and maintenance staff have also been duly instructed in safety

procedure and precautions for 25 kV ac electric traction.

(v) The assurance of the station, running and maintenance staff regarding their knowledge of

safety procedures and special working rules has been obtained.

Divisional Railway Manager

.......................... Division

........................... Railway

Proforma 10-06

CERTIFICATE BY DRM REGARDING SAFETY PRECAUTIONS



....................... Railway

To,

Chief Project Manager

Railway Electrification

Sub: Sanction for energization of overhead equipment, switching stations, booster transformer 

stations etc. on the Section.

Sanction is hereby accorded to energize progressively the completed works for 25 kV feeder lines

from traction. Sub-stations to feeding posts, switching stations, booster transformer stations and

auxiliary transformer stations, as and when each section is completed and jointly inspected,

measured 1R value and certified by Sr.DEE(TrD)/ ..................... and Dy.CEE (Construction).

Chief Electrical Engineer

and Electrical Inspector,

...................... Railway.

Proforma 10-07



Chief Project Manager

Railway Electrification

Reg: Energization of the OHE in the section…………………..Signalling Works.

1. All modifications to mechanical and electrical signalling have been carried out to make the installations suitable for

introduction of 25 kV ac traction.

2. Colour light signalling has been installed at ............. stations and the mechanical semaphore signalshave been re-sited

and/or their heights increased to afford necessary visibility to the engine crews

3. The existing block and token instruments have been modified to suit the introduction of 25 RV „ ac traction

4. All overhead signalling circuits have been transferred to underground cables. Communication Installations have been

modified to make them suitable for 25 kV ac traction. Traction Loco Control, Traction Power Control and Emergency

Control circuits have been introduced with emergency sockets alongside the track as per approved plans.

5. The new signals have been erected and the existing signals re-sited without infringement to the"Schedule of

Dimensions" except where approval of Railway Board/competent authority has been obtained.

6. Necessary rule books in connection with working in the section energized with 25 kV ac have been issued to the staff

concerned. Specified insulated tools have been issued to the S&T staff for working , in the above section

7. The modifications and the new works mentioned above have been done according to the "Manual of Instruction for

Installation of S&T Equipment on 25 kV, 50 Hz ac Electrified Sections",

8. The undersigned has no objection to the energization of the section mentioned above with 25 kV ac with effect from .....

Dy. Chief Signal and Telecommunication

Engineer (Railway Electrification)

Proforma 10-08



Chief Project Manager

Railway Electrification

Sub: Energization of OHE in the Section ………………………………

The DOT has completed all its woks in connection with electrification of the above section at

25 kV ac and has no objection to the Railway energizing the OHE with 25 kV ac in the above

section.

for General Manager

(Electrification Circle)

Proforma 10-09

CLEARANCE CERTIFICATE



1. 25 kV Feeder Lines

1. Detailed description of installation to be energized: 25 kV double circuit feeder line from ....................... substation

to .................... feeding station the tracks.

2. It is hereby certified that:

a) The above installation has been jointly checked tested for completeness, electrical clearances, Insulation

resistance, earthing etc. and found in order. Test results are separately submitted.

b) The works have been completed in accordance with approved drawings and compiles In all respect with the

requirements of the "Manual of ac Traction Maintenance and Operation", Indian Electricity Rules and special

instructions on the subject.

c) All our staff have been withdrawn and warned that the line will be charged at 25 kV ac immediately. Clearance

Certificate to the same effect have been obtained from all the Contractors working on the above section. No work

on the above section will be taken up hereafter without obtaining a power block from an official authorized by

Sr.DEE (TrD).

d) All other safety precautions necessary have been taken.

3. The 25 kV feeders referred to above are now clear and fit for energization and may be energized at 25 kV ac.

4. Forwarded to CEE(RE).

…………………. ………………..…

Sr.DEE (TrD) Dy.CEE (OHE),RE

Place...................

Date....................

Proforma 10-10

CLEARANCE CERTIFICATE FOR ENERGIZATION ON 25 kV



1. Detailed description of overhead equipment to be energized:

2. It is hereby certified that:-

a) The above overhead equipment has been jointly checked for completeness, electrical clearances and tested for

insulation and continuity, electrical independence of different elementary sections as also bonding and earthing etc.

and found to be in order.

b) The work has been completed in accordance with the latest approved generally supply diagram and sectioning

diagrams etc. and complies in all respects with the requirements of "Manual of ac Traction Maintenance and

Operation" and Indian Electricity Rules.

c) All our staff have been withdrawn and warned that the line will be charged at 25 kV ac Immediately. Clearance

Certificates to the same effect have been obtained from all the Contractors working on the above section. No work

on the above section will be taken up hereafter without obtaining a power block from an official authorized by

Sr.DEE (TrD).

d) All safety precautions necessary have been taken. In accordance with "Manual for ac Traction Maintenance and

Operation" Sections viz..................... have also been adjusted, checked and made ready for energization. Solid earths

have also been provided on contiguous sections viz. at structures Nos...................... Isolating switches Nos..............

and interrupters Nos.......... have been opened and kept locked in the open position.

3. The overhead equipment referred to above is now clear and fit for energization and may be energized at 25 kV ac.

4. Forwarded to CEE(RE).

Sr.DEE (TrD) Dy.CEE(OHE).RE

Place........................

Date.........................

Proforma 10-11

CLEARANCE CERTIFICATE FOR ENERGIZATION ON 25 RV

2. Overhead Equipment



1. Detailed description of switching stations to be energized:

a) The above switching stations have been jointly checked and tested for completeness, correct

electrical connections including cross-feeder connections, electrical clearances, insulation

resistance, earthing and bonding etc. and found to be in order. Test reports are separately

submitted.

b) The works have been completed in accordance with approved drawings and complies in all

respects with the requirements of the "Manual for ac Traction Maintenance and Operation", Indian

Electricity Rules and special instructions on the subject.

c) All our staff have been withdrawn and warned that the line will be charged at 25 kV ac

immediately. Clearance Certificate to the same effect have been obtained from all the Contractors

working on the above section. No work on the above section will be taken up hereafter without

obtaining a power block from an official authorized by Sr. DEE (TrD).

d) All other safety precautions necessary have been taken.

3. The switching stations referred to above are now clear and fit for energization on 25 kV ac.

4. Forwarded to CEE(RE).

Sr.DEE (TrD) Dy.CEE(PSI).RE

Place....................

Date.....................

Proforma 10-12

CLEARANCE CERTIFICATE FOR ENERGIZATION ON 25 kV

3. Switching Stations



1. Detailed description of Booster Transformer Stations to be energized:

2. It is hereby certified that:-

a) The above Booster Transformer Stations have been jointly checked and tested for completeness, correct electrical

connections including cross-feeder connections, electrical clearance, insutetton resistance, earthing, bonding,

midpoint rail connections and found to be in order. Test reports are separately submitted.

b) The works have been completed in accordance with approved drawings and complies In all respects with the

requirements of the "Manual for ac Traction Maintenance and Operation", Indian Electricity Rules and special

instructions on the subject.

c) All our staff have been withdrawn and warned that the line will be charged at 25 kV ac immediately. Clearance

Certificates to the same effect have been obtained from all the Contractors working on the above section. No work

on the above section will be taken up hereafter without obtaining a power block from an official authorized by

Sr.DEE (TrD).

d) All other safety precautions necessary have been taken.

3. The booster transformer stations referred to above are now clear and fit for energization on 25 kV ac.

4. Forwarded to CEE (RE).

Sr.DEE (TrD) Dy.CEE(PSI,RE

Place.................

Date..................

Proforma 10-13

CLEARANCE CERTIFICATE FOR ENERGIZATION ON 25 kV

4. Booster Transformer Stations



1. Description of section for which clearance is given:

2. It is hereby certified that:-

a) Clearance has been obtained from the DOT, Electrification Circle that the overhead equipment, 

switching and booster transformer stations on the above section may be energized at 25 RV. ac.

b) All S & T works have been completed in accordance with approved drawings and Instructions, and 

complies In all respects with requirements of "Manual for ac Traction Maintenance and Operation" 

and special instructions.

c) All our staff have been warned that the above section would be charged on 25 kV ac Immediately. 

No work on or within 2 m of the line OHE would be carried out hereafter without obtaining a 

power block from an official authorized by Sr.DEE (TrD).

d) All safety precautions necessary have been taken, in accordance with "Manual for ac Tracflon

Maintenance and Operation".

3. The sections referred to above may now be energized on 25 kV ac.

Dy.CSTE(Sig) Dy.CSTE (Tele)

Place……...

Date……....

Proforma 10-14

CLEARANCE CERTIFICATE FOR ENERGIZATION ON 25 RV

5. DOT and S&T WORKS



The Dy.CEE (OHE)

..................... Electrification Project.

Sub: Clearance Certificate by Contractor for energization on 25 kV ac in Section..................

Dear Sir,

1. It Is hereby certified that all our work on the above section has been completed.

2. It Is hereby certified that all our staff have been withdrawn and warned that the above section would be energized

on................ and that no one may henceforth carry out any work on the above section without obtaining a permlt-

to-work from an official authorized by Sr.DEE (TrD).

3. Adequate precautions will also be taken by our staff when working in areas contiguous to the section electrified

on ac 25 kV system or on parallel lines.

4. The dead overhead sections contiguous and adjacent to the electrified sections have been and wtt be kept solidly

earthed. The installations on the above section are now ready and safe for energteaBon. They may now be

charged at 25 kV ac, 50 Hz, supply.

Yours faithfully,

for M/s..................................

Contractor for OHE.

Proforma 10-15



To

Dy.CEE(PSI),

………………..Electrification Project,

Dear Sir,

Sub: Clearance Certificate for energization of Switching Stations in Section…………..

It Is certified that all physical works have been completed on the following FPs, SPs, & SSPs 

and that these switching Stations are fit to be charged with 25 kV ac single-phase, 50 Hz., 

electrical energy on and from................

All men, materials and earths have been removed from the switching stations and the OHE.

FP at..................

SP at....................

SSP at................

Yours faithfully,

for M/s.........................................

Contractor for Switching Stations
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To
Dy.CEE (PS1),
………………Electrification Project,

Dear Sir,

Sub: Clearance Certificate for the commissioning of Remote Control Equipment
in the Section…..

It is certified that all works in regard to the Remote Control Equipment installed by us for
the section ............….have been completed and that they are fit for commissioning.

All men and materials have been removed from the site of the equipment and from the
vicinity of the switching stations.

Yours faithfully,

Place: for M/s.................................
Date: Contractor for Remote Control
Equipment.
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To

Dy.CEE (PSI),

………………Electrification Project,

Dear Sir,

Sub: Clearance Certificate for the commissioning of Booster Transformers installed in

the Section..........

Certified that all works in regard to Booster Transformer Stations Installed in the Section.......

have been completed and the installations are fit for energization at 25 kV ac single-phase, 50

Hz., on and from...........

All men, materials and earths have been removed from the Booster Transformer Stations and

from the vicinity of the OHE.

Yours faithfully,

Place: for M/s.........................

Date : Contractor for Booster

Transformer Installations
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1. Department of Telecommunication (DOT/BSNL) has not given the  completion certificate for the protective works for 

the section ……………….. Despite giving advance notice, adequate time for completing the works and making several 

requests.

In connection, if it is hereby certified that:-

(i) DOT/BSNL has notified/ advised 24 months in advance of the probable date of energisation with the request to 

modify and/or shift such of their existing telecom circuits (both within and outside railway land) as are likely to 

fall within the zone of induction due to 25kV, a.c. traction system.

(ii) Railway/CORE/Construction organisation has paid the required amount to the DOT/BSNL as per jointly agreed 

estimated cost of the works including protective works which the DOT/ BSNL is required to execute for 

protection of their own circuits.

(iii) DOT/BSNL has been advised 90 days in advance of the probable date of energisation indicating that the overhead 

equipment in the section should be treated as having been energised at 25 kv a.c. with effect from …………

(iv) The required and necessary booster transformers and return conductor have been erected and connected in the 

overhead equipment system for limiting the induced longitudinal voltage on telecom circuits to 60V under normal 

conditions and 430V under fault conditions.

(v) Railways have surrendered telecom circuits and DOT/BSNL has been notified 15 days in advance of the exact 

date of energisation indicating that overhead equipment in the section …………. Should be treated as having been 

energised at 25 KV a.c. traction with effect from ……….

2. Board may consider granting permission to introduction of 25 KV a.c. traction without submission of completion 

certificate from DOT/BSNL as prescribed vide proforma 10.09 of ACTM

Chief Signal & Telecom. Engineer

(Construction)

OR

HOD S&T at the Railway PSU
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Proforma 10-19/1

GENERAL SAFETY CERTIFICATE

(As per sub para 2(a) of para 21009 of ACTM)

(See rule 5(3-42, 43 & 59), 5(4), 5(5) and Champter VII of the Railways Opening for Public Carriage of Passengers Rules, 2000)



Proforma 10-20
FORM XV-2

(See rule 5(3)(59) and Champter VIII of the Railways Opening for Public Carriage of Passengers Rules, 2000)

CPM or CEE (Incharge of Project) OR Chief Electrical Engineer Open Line Railway

CERTIFICATE FOR ELECTRICAL WORKS

(As per sub para 2(b) of para 21009 of ACTM)
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JOINT SAFETY CERTIFICATE NO.SLC/BG/O1/2004

NORTHERN RAILWAY

Certified that it is safe to run ……………… class of locomotive, single or coupled, having maximum

axle load …… at the maximum speed and on the section given in the table below. The maximum

permissible speed as certified by RDSO is given in juxta position.

Sr. Class of 

locomotives 

& drawing 

Nos.

Section K.M. Existing 

permissible 

speed of the 

section 

(KMPH)

Proposed 

permissible 

speed 

(KMPH)

Maximum 

permissible 

speed 

certified by 

RDSO in 

(KMPH)

Speed 

restricted 

(Permanen

t & 

Temporary

)

Reaso

ns for 

speed 

restrict

ion

Remar

ks

From To From To

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

Chief Signal & Telecom Engg. Chief Operating Manager Chief Mechanical Engineer Chief Electrical Engineer Principal Chief Engineer

Railway Railway Railway Railway Railway
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BRIEF PARTICULARS OF TRACTION INSTALLATION

FORM X

(See rule 5(I)(j) of the Railways Opening for Public Carriage of Passengers Rules, 2000)

Section : Tundla-Delhi North Central Railway

Length : 292 RKM Guage … 1676 mm

CPM or CEE (Incharge of Project) OR Chief Electrical Engineer/ Cont.

Open Line Railway
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POWER SUPPLY INSTALLATION ABSTRACT

FORM XI
(See rule 5(I)(k) of the Railways Opening for Public Carriage of Passengers Rules, 2000)

SECTION : RAILWAY

LENGTH :………….. Km GUAGE ……………mm

CPM or CEE (Incharge of Project) OR Chief Electrical Engineer/ Cont.

Open Line Railway

Sr. Type of Swtiching stations Total nos Location and Nearest Railway stations Remarks

1 2 3 4 5

1. Traction substation and feeding

stations

2. Sectioning and paralleling

3. Sub-sectioning and paralleling

stations

4. Sub-sectioning stations

5. Booster transformer stations (List to be attached)

6. LT supply transformer stations (List to be attached)
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MAINTENANCE DEPOT ABSTRACT

FORM XII

(See rule 5(I)(I) of the Railways Opening for Public Carriage of Passengers Rules, 2000)

SECTION : RAILWAY

LENGTH :………….. Km GUAGE ……………mm

CPM or CEE (Incharge of Project) OR Chief Electrical Engineer/ Cont.

Open Line Railway

Sr. Location Name of the nearest Railway 

stations and distance there 

from

No. of OHE maintenance car (tower wagon) 

and emergency road vehicles provided.

Remarks

1 2 3 4 5
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RESTRICTED OHE CLEARANCE ABSTRACT

FORM XIII
(See rule 5(I)(m) of the Railways Opening for Public Carriage of Passengers Rules, 2000)

SECTION : RAILWAY

LENGTH :………….. Km GUAGE ……………mm

Sr. Location 

of over 

line 

Structure

Type of 

Structure

Clearance 

from R.L. to 

bottom of 

Structure

Height of 

contact wire 

below the 

structure

Whether catenary

is anchored or 

freely running 

below/ above the 

structure

Minimum static 

clearances 

between 25KV 

live parts & 

earth

Remarks

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

CPM or CEE (Incharge of Project) OR Chief Electrical Engineer/ Cont.

Open Line Railway

A. Overview Structure

Sr. Location Type of nearest earthed part Actual distance between live part and earth Remarks

1 2 3 4 5

B. Overview Structure
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ELECTRICAL CROSSING OVER ELECTRIFIED TRACKS ABSTRACT

FORM XIV

(See rule 5(I)(n) of the Railways Opening for Public Carriage of Passengers Rules, 2000)

SECTION : RAILWAY

LENGTH :………….. Km GUAGE ……………mm

Sr. Location Brief Tech. 

particulars 

including voltage

Whether with 

Guards OR 

w/o Guards

Owned 

by

Whether clearance as 

per the regulations for 

Electrical Crossing 

available

Remarks

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

CPM or CEE (Incharge of Project) OR Chief Electrical Engineer/ Cont.

Open Line Railway




